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JURISDICTION 
The Utah Supreme Court has appellate jurisdiction over 
this matter pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78-2-3( j) (1990 Supp.). 
NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS IN TRIAL COURT 
The State filed a declaratory judgment action against Mr. 
Peterson and his company, PEMCO, to determine whether equipment, 
which was being stored at the State's expense, should be considered 
abandoned, and thus could be sold as surplus property (R. 2-5). 
Mr. Peterson, acting pro se, filed a counterclaim (R. 19-100), 
which was duplicative of his complaint against the State before 
Judge Russon (R. 227-28).l 
After two hearings on the State's Order to Show Cause (R. 
238 and 2392), Judge Young ordered Mr. Peterson to collect the 
equipment by a date certain, failing which the State could sell the 
equipment as abandoned property (R. 197-98). Also during the 
second hearing on the Order to Show Cause, Judge Young denied Mr. 
Peterson's variously-styled Motions for Default Judgment against 
the State (R. 198; R. 238, tr. 17-22). Mr. Peterson collected the 
equipment by the court-imposed deadline. The State filed a motion 
to voluntarily dismiss its complaint because the relief requested 
was satisfied and to dismiss the counterclaim without prejudice 
because it was duplicative of the complaint filed by Mr. Peterson 
before Judge Russon (R. 211-12). The court granted the State's 
1
 Since Judge Russon's appointment to the Court of Appeals, 
the case has been assigned to Judge Stirba. 
2
 The Record at 238 and 239 contain transcripts of the two 
hearings on the State's Order to Show Cause. When referring to 
this part of the record both the page number in the record and in 
the transcript will be cited (e.g., R. 238, tr. 1). 
motion, which is the final order (R. 227-38) from which Mr, 
Peterson has filed this appeal. 
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW AND STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The State does not agree with Mr. Peterson's 
representations in his brief as to the issues presented for this 
Court's review. The final order from which Mr. Peterson is 
appealing dismissed his counterclaim without prejudice as 
duplicative of the complaint filed in the case assigned to Judge 
Russon. Judge Young did not reach the merits of Mr. Peterson's 
counterclaim, and, therefore, there is no evidence in the trial 
record for this Court to review the merits of the counterclaim. 
Judge Young's final order presents two issues for review. 
First, whether Judge Young should have granted the State's motion 
to voluntarily dismiss its complaint. Second, whether Judge Young 
should have dismissed Mr. Peterson's counterclaim without prejudice 
as duplicative of his complaint before Judge Russon in Civil No. 
900900523. Both issues on appeal are questions of law and the 
"correction of error" standard applies. City of Monticello v. 
Christensen, 788 P.2d 513, 516 (Utah, 1990), cert, denied, 111 S. 
Ct. 120 (1990); State v. Rio Vista Oil, Ltd., 786 P.2d 1343, 1347 
(Utah 1990) . 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case 
This case involves a question of disposition of equipment 
and defendant Peterson's counterclaim. The counterclaim is 
difficult to characterize, but includes (a) injunctive relief and 
2 
demand for payment from the State for work that Mr. Peterson and 
his company, PEMCO, allegedly undertook in moving radioactive Vitro 
tailings (R. 19-33, counterclaim 55 201-310); (b) a takings claims 
against the Division of Corporations for allowing others to make 
certain filings with the Division, which purportedly led to their 
taking over Mr. Peterson's businesses (R. 35-47, counterclaim 55 
401-77); (c) allegations that Mr. Peterson, his family and friends, 
have been defamed (R. 49-54, counterclaim 55 501-36); (d) contract 
and civil racketeering claims (R. 56-76, counterclaim 55 1-158); 
and (e) a motion for "default judgment" for a "counterclaim" that 
Mr. Peterson filed with the Utah Office of Recovery Services during 
an administrative action to collect child support from Mr. Peterson 
(R. 78-81). 
B. Prior Proceedings 
In 1985 Mr. Peterson and PEMCO, through counsel, 
initiated civil proceedings in federal district court against the 
State's general contractor for the Vitro project, The Agree 
Corporation, regarding claims for work on the Vitro project.3 
Disposition of payment to Mr. Peterson, PEMCO, and others for work 
relating to moving the Vitro tailings was decided in 1987 (R. 120-
39). In addition, the equipment at issue in the present case was 
deeded to PEMCO, provided that it move the equipment within 30 days 
of the April 27, 1987 settlement agreement (R. 121; R. 238, tr. 4). 
3
 See Peterson and PEMCO v\ The Argee Corporation, Civil No. 
85-C-1000J (R. 120-39). It should be noted that the two affidavits 
in the record at R. 115-57 are in support of the State's Order to 
Show Cause which appears later in the record at R. 185-90. 
3 
In a second federal action, Mr. Peterson, initially 
assisted by counsel, brought suit against The Argee Corporation and 
its bonding sureties.4 The court dismissed this case in April 1987 
(R. 154-55) and denied Mr. Peterson's motion two year later to 
reopen the case (R. 156-57). The State was not a party to either 
of the federal lawsuits. 
Mr. Peterson began his pro se litigation against the 
State and certain State officials in federal district court in 
1989. The federal court lacked jurisdiction and dismissed the 
case.5 Mr. Peterson then filed the same case in State court and 
the case was assigned to Judge Russon.6 The equipment at issue in 
the present case was not claimed by Mr. Peterson or PEMCO (R. 239, 
tr. 8-9; R. 238 tr. 10-11). The State was incurring an ongoing 
expense in storing the equipment and filed the present case to 
determine whether the equipment could be sold as abandoned 
property. Mr. Peterson counterclaimed. 
C. Statement of Relevant Facts 
For purposes of this appeal, a statement of facts beyond 
those set forth in the Nature of Proceedings in the Trial Court and 
in the Statement of the Case are not necessary. 
4
 See Peterson v. The Argee Corp., Seaboard Surety Co., and 
St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co., Civil No. 87-C-0172J (R. 140-53). 
5
 Peterson v. State of Utah, Day, Nelson, and Alkema, Civil 
No. 89-C-1021W (R. 239, tr. 4). 
6
 See Peterson v. State of Utah, Day, Nelson, Alkema and Van 
Alsytne, Civil No. 900900523. 
4 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The final order on appeal as to the State's complaint 
preSents no justiciable issue and, as to the dismissal of the 
counterclaim without prejudice, the final order should be upheld 
because Mr. Peterson has the same action currently pending before 
the Third District Court in Civil No. 900900523. The issues on the 
merits of the counterclaim raised by Mr. Peterson are not 
appealable because no evidence of the claims on the merits has been 
introduced into the lower court nor has there been findings of fact 
and conclusions of law made by the trial court and, consequently, 
the Supreme Court has no record to review. 
ARGUMENT 
I. THERE ARE NO JUSTICIABLE ISSUES REMAINING IN 
THE STATE'S COMPLAINT AGAINST MR. PETERSON 
AND, THEREFORE, IT WAS PROPER FOR THE COURT TO 
GRANT THE STATE'S MOTION TO VOLUNTARILY 
DISMISS ITS COMPLAINT. 
At issue in the State's complaint was the status of the 
equipment. This issue has been resolved in that Mr. Peterson has 
collected the equipment. Judge Young's May 9, 1990 Order stated 
that if the State wished to recover any claims for costs against 
Mr. Peterson or PEMCO it would need to bring a separate action (R. 
198). The State does not challenge this ruling. 
"A judgment is final when it ends the controversy between 
the parties litigant." Salt Lake City Corporation v. Lavton, 600 
P.2d 538, 539 (Utah 1979) citing Kennedy v. New Era Industries, 
Inc., 600 P.2d 534 (Utah 1979). The controversy arising from the 
State's complaint against Mr. Peterson and PEMCO is final and 
5 
presents no justiciable issues. In addition, Mr. Peterson does not 
appear to be appealing this portion of Judge Young's final order. 
II. DISMISSAL OF THE COUNTERCLAIM WITHOUT 
PREJUDICE AGAINST THE STATE AS DUPLICATIVE OF 
THE COMPLAINT NOW PENDING BEFORE THE THIRD 
DISTRICT COURT DOES NOT DENY MR. PETERSON HIS 
CLAIMS AGAINST THE STATE. THE ISSUES ON THE 
MERITS RAISED BY MR. PETERSON IN THIS APPEAL 
ARE NOT REVIEWABLE BECAUSE THERE HAS BEEN NO 
TRIAL COURT RULING ON THE MERITS OF THE 
COUNTERCLAIM. 
The counterclaim filed by Mr. Peterson in this action and 
the complaint in Civil No. 900900523 are duplicative, except for 
the caption to the pleading.7 A side by side comparison of the two 
pleadings shows that each pleading starts at paragraph 201. The 
counterclaim is entitled "Counterclaims 201-310" (R« 19) and the 
complaint is entitled "Petition for Injunction and Motion for 
enforcement of Default Judgment, 201-310" (Addendum "A"). In both 
instances the Summons appears on page 16 of the pleadings (R. 34; 
Addendum "A"). The Summons is followed by "Counterclaims 401-478" 
(R. 35) and "Additional Complaints 401-478" (Addendum "A"). With-
out belaboring the point, a further comparison of the remainder of 
both pleadings shows that the same script is used in the counter-
claim before Judge Young as in the complaint before Judge Russon. 
A recitation in the caption to the pleadings is not 
determinative of the parties to the action. In discussing the 
caption to pleadings required byF.R.C.P. 10, which is similar to 
U.R.C.P 10, 5 Wright & Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure: 
7
 A copy of the complaint filed in Civil No. 9009 00523 before 
Judge Russon is attached as Addendum "A." 
6 
Civil S 1321 (2d. ed 1990), state: "Although helpful to the court, 
the caption usually is not considered a part of the pleading's 
statement of claim or response and is not determinative as to the 
parties to the action or the court's jurisdiction." Accordingly, 
Mr. Peterson's argument that there are different parties in the two 
cases (Pet. br. 12) is without merit. The appellant, Mr. Peterson, 
has failed to meet his burden of proving that Judge Young's final 
order is not supported by the record. R. C. Tolman Construction 
Co., Inc. v. Mvton Water Ass'n, 563 P.2d 780, 782 (Utah 1977). 
Mr. Peterson's pleadings have not been the model of 
clarity. Judge Young had difficulty in following Mr. Peterson's 
pleadings and found them burdensome to review (R. 238, tr. 3-4, 20-
21). Judge Russon ruled in the case before him that Mr. Peterson's 
unconventional pleadings would be dismissed unless amended to 
comply with the rules of civil procedure (Addendum "B"). Mr. 
Peterson subsequently amended his complaint (Addendum "C") and the 
State has filed an answer. Consequently, Mr. Peterson, will still 
be able to pursue his claims against the State in the Russon case. 
It would be inequitable to require the State to defend the same 
action in two different lawsuits. In addition, requiring the State 
to defend two separate actions on the same issues would not bring 
about a "just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every 
action" as Rule 1(a) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 
specifies. 
The issues on the merits of the counterclaim raised in 
Mr. Peterson's brief are not supported by the record. No evidence 
7 
has been introduced as to the merits of the counterclaim. 
Furthermore, the trial court has made no findings of fact and 
conclusions of law regarding the counterclaim. This Court will not 
consider on appeal matters not admitted as evidence before the 
trier of fact and, accordingly, should not review the merits of the 
counterclaim raised by Mr. Peterson. Pilcher v. State Department 
of Social Services, 663 P. 2d 450, 453 (Utah 1983); Utah Department 
of Transportation v. Fuller, 603 P. 2d 814, 817 (Utah 1979). 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing argument, this Court should 
affirm the trial court's order granting the State's motion to 
voluntarily dismiss its complaint and dismissing Mr. Peterson's 
counterclaim against the State without prejudice. Mr. Peterson 
still has an active case against the State in Third District Court 
on the issues raised in his counterclaim. 
RESPECTFULLY submitted this J5 — day of June, 1991. 
PAUL VAN DAM 
Utal^iyttorney .^npral 
^j^ul^^^^ 
Denise Chancellor 
Assistant Attorney General 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that four true and accurate copies of 
the foregoing Brief of Appellee were mailed, postage prepaid, to 
William D. Peterson, 9174 Quail Hollow D^ive, Sandy, Utah 84093 
this Ufa day of June, 1991. 
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. i . - «nt! *< R e a c h e d ' * „ - n* i . 
» , . ^ . , e * 
£0i ^  | i RAC I pg 1 - 3 5 , p a r 4 . In i. un ± i d e r a t i on nil Mu h j i e u u i iy 
P, -en l i s es , t h e D e p a r t m e n t a g r e e s t o pay t o C o n t r a c t o r i n the 
man ner andl i r i t he amoun t pr ou i de d i n t f P * a i nil spec i 4 i c a 11 on s 
and f ' opos a"! " 
2 7 . The PERFORMANCE BOND s e c t i o n o f • »'f S l a t e 7 ? u i f r o p r o j e c t 
r U K I « i t , o i n a p ^ f 1 , U t a l i Code A n n o t a t e d 1953 
*- = la t i n g : 
• if r - . ' es u'> t h i s bonid s h a l l be d e t e r m i n e d in 
a c c o r d a n c e w i t h s a i d p r o v i s i o n ft t : the s aiT.e e> . t e n t n* i l l i t 
were cop***"* * t l e n o t h h e r e i n . " 
ri g * f * a h C o d e A l 111 o ( a 11» > i i f t t i » * I I M I i ¥ h i i rt t 
, T h ^ j f ' t r A . ' t M f i a 2*-ouHit e 1 i i en d b i" fhp c e n t r a l 
con l r at I i i ' I ' ' > " ' ' " ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " « ' " " I I " M 1 i il 
t o oay the s u b c o n t r a c t o r 4 or h i - c o s t s ui CU.HHQ w.'i k 
—P11: f r i • f 81A I t <H U t ah 
N o t e : T h e r e p e a l i n g o f a s e c t i o n o f ' i I< • • • '" * i i • I II, I 
a s w o r d a g e , d t f i n i t i o n , d e s c r i p t i o n and r e q u i r e m e n i h i c h t i t * 
t h e r m o r e » t h e p r o j e c t "BOND - d o c u m e - * * spec i f I c a t n 
r e rr-om i r e q u i r e m e n t s o4 p a y m e n t b o n d i n g at id pa) i n g 
r j b c o n t r a c t o r s . 
-NOW. I HEREFORE, 1 1 >e i : o n d i t i c c i c f t h i s o b l i g a t i o n i s s u c h 
t h a t ' i f t h e s a i d P r i n c i p a l s h a l l f a i t h f u l l y p e r f o r m t h e 
c o n t r a c t i n a c c o r d a n c e w i t h t h e p l a n s , s p e c i f i c a t i o n s , a n d 
c o n d i t i o n s t h e r e o f , t h e n t h i s o b i i g a t i or i ^shal 1 be v o i d : 
,-. t h e r w i s e t o " r e m a i n i n f \ • 1 1 f o i • c e a n d e f f e c t: " 
o 0 # w h e r » t h i s was b r o u g h t t< i d e f e n d a n t s a t t e n t i o n lb p l a i n t i f f , 
w - -: - r •-! a n t * =». i dl i 1 i a ' " I • '". • I '! '' « " «= I i ' * '" ' I > 3 i » ' « » < " * ** =: f , '"I|1 < l w * t h A r 9* e • 
.-, . w * t e i , e t i e c t i u e 1 5 t h o f A u g u s t 1 9 8 5 , 1 1 ie D e f e n d a n t c h a n g e d 
. . .
 c o j ,, -act documei i t "PAYMENT BOND" s e c t i o i i . 
->~ . Chanoes t o t h e c o n t r a c t <:i<J< \ini« i • i • 1 1 • 151 I • I i i Q s ill 1985 
.*.as done so as t o have a g o o d a n d s u f f i c i e i M payment b o n d . 
^ o . i j i ill ' I E "II i < • I- .1 s I • "I I •€- g o o d and s u f f i c i ent •PAYMB^T BOND-
i n j
 t € c .01 i t r a c t ' began A u g u s t 1 9 8 5 , n e a r l y a mor i II m i if • I i \ | 1 • . 1 •* I ' i I ' I 
p r o v i d e d h i s i i i t i a I w o r k . 
3 4 - 1 | 0 : : i •« : Ill • I i < I t i- - i * n t "PAYMENT BOND" was e f f e c t i v e di,i , , . y 
w h e n p l a i i i i i « • was d o i n g h i s j n i » i * - he neeOft 
payment. 
i; i. t h e 
p . A u g u s t a n b r o u g h t 

f i I111 • r«oA #S Sti l t , tm 
uihen p l a i n t i f f was d o i n Q II v i i i i M I« ; r © q u i r e d the t de f t n d a n t f »<> i „;: f o r 
woi " I- : : • f p l a i n t I f I ' i II defendant:: s c o n t r a c t o - I a i 1 t d t o mat :e 
pa^mei t: • till El IE: i: i • cl i i t i i:::: ir 
3 7 . Mhan p l a i n * i l l f n m p U i n a d f n rii^nHanfc, ^ f t n f l i n t f 
i r <z +r>ur terJ.nl*An±±44^±r*_£±CiS±-±e*k_pAYm»n* 4r>rw* A r Q f f t f h r A I , Q h 
5 3 . H t C o r d T i f j h-i d e f e n d a n t s i n s t r u c t i o n s , p l a i n t i f f souoh f 
•:. a -.merit thi " igh t h e p r o c e s S e s n4 lh«- c o u r t s # 
r y , T
 r, c a k i n g "payment, r«1 a n f I t was b lamed I ur p r o b l e m * 
-r. =-soc i a * f*d w i 11 I II * in i< 1 * mi mi 11 be i nci i-'*- t , II ii II d r y a b l e • 
40 . I ' I I in '" II i I I • II " i « i * I i i i ' i « * « i i II i 
t no«*
jri
 h* df l e n d d n ' , I h i c t > u « • + ^*r rr* •=« f i o t t w a s <* I i l i- " t b ^ 
D 1 a i 111 * T i • 
J l
 T h e o i l ,111 I 11 | j ,1 m ^ (,, I m mi | | „|i ,, ||
 s 
e r - o i - r ^ * - " * — ** - lowledge o f t l * di +1 er en I 
ccn«- .: 
4 2 , P l a ' ur i1 i c i i ir) i in in ii nad o n l y by 
t h e owner and w i t h h e l d In IIII i» imt H . 
4 3 . Condi t ions t in t w i * e n c o u n t e r e d d i f f e r e d m a t e r i a l l y f rom 
those i n d i c a t e d , w h i c h e n g i n e e r r** upon t o h i s d e t r i m e n t , 
t l iius engineer~TPet er son i s en t i t i e d r e c o v e r lb e c: nusc • till € 
« .c «i ! 1 . i < i "I !"< c A imei I in <• i i»pr t- * i II till ., if: i • : Il el I: i 
e n c o u n t e i -ed En I i I IIHIHHII II i s based upon r e f e r e n c e d l a w . 
4 I • 1 h e l i a i i 11 i I 1 • w a s d e f am e d i r i I i i s i n du s t r > a i > d f am i 1 > , and 
s t II "I 1 II i ::: t p a i :::l, 
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i r respons ib le to the p l a i n t i f f 101 h i t 
. . . t « losses , and damage* *or <neir withholding of i n i u. mafrlon. 
defendants claim . bv the p l a i n t i f f is not 
to the p l a i n t i f f were 
• - j 3 u l e n t . 
per I • notified defendant 
P « oi K> "< ' ' 
o+ h ; =• : 
STATE OF UTAH OFFICE OF RECOVERY bthV'Mfc" 
4 3 . i i ic 
.-on tr-ac t performed and eve<-u*!? 
4c. P i a . . . - ^ m a d P * P r o p e r c , a , m a n d d C t , ° n i n * C ° U r t h a v i n 9 
. o r i s d i c t i o n in II.• county where p l a i n t i f f ' s labors <his 
technolog.*s> and equipment was being used. 
J i_ _.,. n 11 i t bv defaul t for I he i i 
50. Defendants <*««r I I » « I « ->- i " L 
fa i1ure to answer. 
5 1 . The Peterson 's fami ly income had been o r - around *7,000 per 
y „ r because of t h e i r business being crippled f not b-ino. paid 
for i ts worK, thus they became vulnerable from outsiders. 
5 2 . Evidently with a cal 1 • attorney John P. Sampson - ' -
b y h i s 5uppo«d l e t t e r . Sampson apparently persuaded State 
attorney Peter Man A l f t n n to disallow or remove previous f i l ings 
,-,+ ih> board ,.f , I , I , M O I . of M J M P I . I record, which directors were 
o-f i ecor «l ••> " " " ' ' ' I ' ^ e r s - n ' s corporation. 
-,?.. The e f fec t of Sampson's ac t i ons were *« take conl 
p l a i n t i f f ' s business and Q.ve con t ro l to Sampson's c l i e n t s Robert 
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t , j f f i c e r s Am1 11 d i r e c t o r s over the f i l i n g of Peterson and 
awful 11. 111. I I ijii "",!• "I ei ed d i i -ectoi s to s t e a l Peterson » 
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z"*. St a t e A11 or ne) Man A1 st e i n has no bas i s f or r emov i ng filed 
dO'IUil i HEM I tS . 
5 s . ] ? e defendant 's op e r a t i on c 
Code Divis ion a l lowed others o and over 
L I j i 111 i r ' ' r r r« 
5 9 . , l | i | ' defendant s a t t o r n e > Peter U*r s i s t e i r 
cance lea p l a i n t i f f ' s propei and lawful f i l i n g s of : 'hi« business 
p o s t u r i n g In i I akeover a l lowab le and 
p o s s i b l e because o* unlawful and bad opera t ion code of 
fendant «« (Trie S tatt-
oo Je-f en dan 1 \ \ * I HI I n i i i i i i i i i > 
< P # 1 1 'mi s . cin v t o u i f OT w \ « u 
o v e r t u r n e d t a k i n ? A * "" ' ' " ' ' " ' ' '"" • 1 • i • i , III • > p t r t j ti 11 • i ,s 
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t o h i s b u s i n e s s e s a n d a d d i t i o n a l c o s t s o f t r n m i l l ii d> 11 cut s f o r 
d arr; a oes * n h * ^ c ' ' »** ' i 'I a ge . 
• i l l 
i ,,t 1 „ e 1 • <E I • c: in • 1 ' If "I a i n t i f f p 1 a y s a s f o "I 1 ow S I 
6 3 , j :i tempor a r y r e s t 1  a i 1 1 i 1 1 g 01 de 1 i •• < 1 • r I *> "• t 1 1 1 « 1 d , 
h i s s e r v a n t s
 f and e m p l o y e e s , form s e l l i n g p l a i n t i f f s e q u i p m e n t . 
6 4 . A 1 1 -1 1 ii i" i n j u n c t i o n issue e n j o i n i n g d e f e n dan t: Ill • ill s 
s e i" v an t s : , an ci e m p l o y e e s , f r om u 11 i 1 1 Cji p 1 i 1 i 1 "I i I I • :i i Il 1 • ii g 1 IIIS iiiiiiiL. 11 1 c l 
c M w » ^ ^ - - • t h o u t p a y i n g p l a i n t i f f f o r 11 "h of p r o v i d i n g s a i d 
• i p ^ i c 
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1 I *• i I' i e r t i f y t h a t a cop^ «•' < I he f o r e g o i n g 
COMPLAINTS and f o l l o w i n g SUMMONS 
was s e r v e d , 
t o : 
Il Il i S t a t e cH ' I It ah 
Mark S. Day, Fred Nelson 
Kenneth L. Alkema, 
Peter Van Alstein 
t h i s day of H a y , 1 9 9 0 , by de l i v e r y to the i 1 attorney 
o f f i c e of Utah A t t o r n e y G e n e r a l , Paul VanDam, State Capital 
B u i l d i n g . Count) of Salt 1 ai ie 
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ADDENDUM B 
Order to Amend Complaint 
Peterson v. State, et al. 
Civil No. 900900523 
(Judge Russon) 
R. PAUL VAN DAM (Bar No, 3312) 
Attorney General 
BRENT A. BURNETT (Bar No. 4003) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Attorneys for Defendants 
236 State Capitol 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114 
Telephone: 538-1016 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
WILLIAM D. PETERSON, 
Plaintiff, : O R D E R 
vs. : 
THE STATE OF UTAH, et al. , : Civil No. 900900523 
Judge Leonard H. Russon 
Defendants. : 
The above captioned matter having come on for a hearing 
before the Honorable Leonard H. Russon on the Defendants' Motions 
to Quash or in the Alternative to Dismiss, with plaintiff 
appearing pro se and stating that he would proceed without counsel 
and the defendants being represented by Brent A Burnett, Assistant 
Attorney General, and the Court, having heard the arguments of the 
plaintiff and defense counsel, and having reviewed the record 
before the Court, now, for good cause appearing, enters the 
following order; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Motions to Quash the 
attempted service of the instant complaint are granted. 
IT IS ALSO ORDERED that the Plaintiff is hereby given 
fifteen days to amend his complaint so that it will be in 
compliance with the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
MAY 0 8 1920 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendants' alternative 
Motions to Dismiss are taken under advisement, to be ruled upon if 
the Plaintiff fails to amend his complaint. 
Dated this day of May, 1990. 
BY THE COURT 
V 
,^. t .^Ajjfo, < i 
.A. 
JUDGE LEONARD H. RUSSON 
Tjiird District Court 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
This is to certify that I hand delivered a true and 
exact copy cf the foregoing Order to the following on this _J_ 
day of May, 1990 
William D. Peterson 
c/o Paul E. Peterson 
1444 Murphy's Lane 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
ADDENDUM C 
Amended Complaint 
Peterson v. State, et al. 
Civil No. 900900523 
(Judge Russon) 
FILED 
D'SV^cf COURT 
Wi 11 i am D. Peter son 
c/o Pau1 E. Peter son 
1444 Murphy's Lane 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
Telephone <301>278-3435, 485-9011 
Peterson vs Sta»te qf Utah 
f i 1 St-cl 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Willi am D. Peter son 
Plainti-f-f, 
-us~ 
> 
> 
) 
) 
) 
The State o-f Utah > 
Mark S. Day, Fred Nelson ) 
Kenneth L. AlKema > 
Peter Uan Alste i n > 
Defendants ) 
PETITION 
FOR 
INJUNCTION 
and 
MOTION 
for enforcement of 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
201-31 
Civil No, 
JUDGEMARD-MSSOi 
This action is brought pursuent to authority qiMen by Title 
14, chapter 1, Section 7 and Section 15. Liability o-f state or 
failure to obtain payment bond. 
I 
201. Plainti-f-f is an individual presently having residence 
at 1444 Murphy's Lane, Salt Lake City, Utah 84106. 
202. Plainti-f-f in his capacity of a professional engineer 
•furnished designs used -for three years for the railroad 
dumping and transporting of the vitro tailings in Utah's 
west desert; and, plaintiff did also do and provide many 
types of 1abor. 
203. L i kew i se, plaintiff in his c ap aci t y of own i ng e q u i pme nt 
furnished equipment for rail car dumping and mat'l 
1 
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transpor ting. 
204. Defendant through his contractor the Argee Corporation 
used plaintiff's design and equipment for some three years 
for moving the entire vitro tailings. 
205. Plaintiff has been paid nothing for defendants usage of 
plaintiff's designs, equipment, and labor. 
206. Defendants now claim ownership and right to sell 
p1 a i nt i f f's equ i pme nt. 
II 
207. Defendants Day and Alkema reside at the State of Utah 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH at 
2S8 North 1460 West, P.O. Box 16690 Salt Lake City, Utah 
16690-0690. 
Their attorney, defendant Fred Nelson is a staff attorney of 
the Utah Attorney General's office at the State Capital 
Building, County of Salt Lake. Peter Van Alstein is the 
Director of Divisions of Corporations and Commercial Code in 
the Wells Bldg at 160 E 3rd South in Salt Lake City. 
Ill 
208. On May 16, June 5, August 4, and November 3, defendants 
have ordered plaintiff to de-mobilize from the project for 
which he furnished designs, equipment and labor but has yet 
to be paid for such. 
209. Defendants are requiring continued services of 
plaintiff without enumeration to him. 
2 
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210. To continuation of working without enumeration is not 
r easonable. 
211. Plaintiff has rights to payments f or usage of h i s 
designs, equipment and labor. 
212. Plaintiff has needs for payments for usage of hIs 
designs, equipment and labor to continue supplying to 
defendant. 
213. The defendants have no rights to ownership or claim to 
plaintiff's equipment. 
214. Plaintiff has no adequate remedy at law or otherwise 
for the harm or damage threatened to be done by defendant 
because defendants and their sub-contractor have used 
plaintiffs equipment with no payment to plaintiff for usage 
which has caused him severe losses and taken his abilities 
to further finance further needs and demands of defendants. 
Plaintiff further makes: 
ALLEGATIONS AND COMPLAINTS 
215. Defendants have ordered plaintiff to demobilize his 
equipment from the defendants custody. 
216. Previously when plaintiff had inquired from the 
defendant of where plaintiff's equipment was defendant told 
plaintiff they did not know where plaintiff's equipment was. 
217. Without permission or knowledge of plaintiff, defendant 
moved by some arr angement and put plaintiff's equ i pmen t i n to 
Peterson us State of Utah 
January 26, 1990 
pri Mate storage. 
218. Plaintiff has inquired of defendants arrangement for 
storage of plaint iff' s equipment but defendant has refused 
to divulge arrangement. 
219. Plaintiff has explained that he has not been paid for-
th e u sage of h is e q u i pme nt and t hu s 1ac ks mon i e s f or the 
expenses of demobilization. 
220. Plaintiff has not abandon his equipment. 
221. Plaintiff has further explained that he is working 
diligently to sell the equipment and has potential 
negotiating with buyers. 
222. Plaintiff has recently moved some of his equipment from 
defendan ts storage. 
223. Plaintiff has been denied access to his equipment for 
its moving from defendants storage. 
224. Plaintiff has inquired of defendant's lease terms that 
he might take over lease of the private property which it is 
on . 
225. Defendants have no rights to plaintiff's properties, by 
defendants previous usage, plaintiff personal properties now 
being on private land. 
226. Plaintiff's company PEMCO originally contracted the 
v i t r o equ i pmen t wor k. 
227. Shortly after starting, defendants contractor breached 
agreement by not making payment as contracted. 
4 
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228- Without payment, Pemco could not continue operating and 
the Argee-Pemco contract became void. 
229. After the breach, plaintiff personally contracted with 
Argee's manager Jack Adams to complete the work, and 
furthermore did completed work. 
230. Upon completion of work, defendant's contractor wrote 
to plaintiff denying payment to him. 
231. Plaintiff took a copy of his original contract and 
letter denying payment and complained to defendant of not 
be i ng paid, 
232. Plaintiff complained to the State that their project 
did not have a good and sufficient payment bond. 
233. When plaintiff was seeking payment in July of 1935, the 
State did not have a good and sufficient payment bond 
applicable to this their project. 
234. The project documents voided requirements of a good and 
sufficient payment bond - (see voiding disclaimer). 
234. Title 63, chapter 56, Sec. 38. Bonds necessary when 
contract is awarded, requires that: 
(1) When a construction contract is awarded, the 
following bonds or security shall be delivered to the state 
and shall become binding on the parties upon the execution 
of the contract: 
<b) a payment bond satisfactory to the state, in 
an amount equal to 100% of the price specified in the 
contract, executed by a surety company authorized to do 
business in this state or any other form satisfactory 
to the state, for the protection of all persons 
supplying labor and material to the contractor or its 
su be on tract or s f or the p e r f orman ce of the wor k pr ov i de d 
5 
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for in the contract. 
235. The State of Utah's subcontractor the Argee Corp did not 
have a good an d sufficient p avment bond. 
236. A representation of a bond was made and and used. 
237. The representation was fradulent. 
238. Plaintiff complained to the State for recourse because of 
the State's not having a good and sufficient payment bond. 
239. The State is liable to pay plaintiff by law because of their 
not having a good and sufficient payment bond. 
240. Title 14, chapter 1, Sec. 7. Liability of public body for 
•failure to obtain payment bond, requires that: 
Any public body subject to this act which shall fail or 
neglect to obtain the delivery of the payment bond as 
required by this act, shall, upon demand, itself promptly 
make payment to all persons who have supplied materials or 
performed labor in the prosecution o-f the work under the 
contract, and any such creditor shall have a direct right of 
action upon his account against such public body in any 
court having jurisdiction in the county in which the 
contract was to be performed and executed which action shall 
be commenced with one year after the furnishing of materials 
or 1abor. 
241. Title 14, chapter 1, Sec. 15. Liability of state or 
political subdivision failing to obtain bond, requires that: 
If the state or one of its political subdivisions fails 
to obtain a payment bond, it shall, upon demand by a person 
who has supplied materials or performed labor under the 
applicable contract, promptly make payment to that person, 
and the creditor shall have a direct right of action on his 
account against the appropriate political entity in any 
court having jurisdiction in the count in which the contract 
was to be performed. The action shall be commenced within 
one year after f urnish i ng of mater i a1s or 1abor. 
242. Failure to require bond - Direct liability - Limitation of 
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actions- requires that: 
Any person subject to the provisions of this chapter, 
who shall -fail to obtain such good and sufficient bond, or 
to exhibit the same, as herein required, shall be personally 
liable to all persons who have furnished materials or 
performed labor under the contract for the reasonable value 
of such materials furnished or labor performed, not 
exceeding, however in any case the prices agreed upon. 
Actions to recover on such liability shall be commenced 
within one year from the last date the last materials were 
furnished or the labor performed. 
243. Defendant told plaintiff that before plaintiff could obtain 
recourse of payment from defendant, plaintiff must seek recourse 
from defendant's contractor through legal channels of courts. 
244. Plaintiff followed defendants instructions, doing as 
defendant instructed. 
245. The defendants became ^ery vindictive towards plaintiff. 
246. The defendants refused meetings and conversation with the 
plaintiff. 
247. The defendants were antagonized by the plaintiff's finding 
and pointing out errors in their project contract, particularly 
pointing out to them of their deficiencies in bonding. 
243. Likewise, Argee personnel became Ktery vindictive towards 
plaintiff. 
249. Argee personnel assured plaintiff that they would see to it 
that plaintiff paid for their costs of problems and errors which 
plaintiff discovered and now became requisite for Argee. 
250. Garth Wilson told plaintiff that costs of their defense 
legal fees would become plaintiff's charge. 
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251. Argee's attorney's manipulations and introductions of 
irrelevant matters prolonged the inability of Pemco to stay in 
business and otherwise without its funds, thus a win was a total 
loss. 
252. With plaintiff's efforts done as instructed by defendant, 
defendant must now pay plaintiff for hi s costs as was in the 
project contract, plus other costs incurred during the time 
seeking recourse as defendants required, as they stated they 
wou1d. 
253. Defendant was rightfully in requirement to pay costs of 
plaintiff's work when their contractor breached his obligation, 
said requirement is in writing by the original "Project Manual". 
CONTRACT pg 1-35, par 4: "In consideration of the foregoing 
premises, the Department agrees to pay to Contractor in the 
manner and in the amount provided in the said specifications 
and proposal." 
254. The PERFORMANCE BOND section of the State's Vitro Project 
Manual cites (Title 14, Chapter 1, Utah Code Annotated 1953 
further stating: 
"and all liabilities on this bond shall be determined in 
accordance with said provisions to the same extent as if it 
were copied at length herein," 
255. Title 14, Chapter 1, Utah Code Annotated 1953 requires that 
if a subcontractor is not adequately paid by the general 
contractor which he is working for, then the State is obligated 
to pay the subcontractor for his costs of doing work. 
Note: The repealing of a section of law does not void its usage 
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as wordaqe, definition, description and requirement. 
256. Fu r t h e rmore, the p r oj ec t "BOND" doc umen t s spe c i f i c a 1 1y 
exempt Argee from requirements of payment bonding and paying 
their su be on t r ac t or s. 
"NOW, THEREFORE, the cond i t i on of t hi s ob1 i ga t i on i s such 
that if the said Principal shall faithfully perform the 
contract in accordance with the plans, specifications, and 
conditions thereof, then this obligation shall be void: 
otherwise to remain in full force and effect." 
257. When this was brought to defendants attention by plaintiff, 
defendant said that they errored in their contracting with Argee. 
258. Later, effective 15th of August 1985, the Defendant changed 
hi s c on tract doc ume nt "PAYMENT BONDH se c t i on. 
259. Changes to the contract document on the 15th of August 1935 
was done so as to have a good and sufficient payment bond. 
260. The effective date of the good and sufficient "PAYMENT BOND" 
in the contract began August 1985, nearly a month after plaintiff 
provided his initial work. 
261. No good and sufficient "PAYMENT BOND" was effective during 
when plaintiff was doing his initial work, for which he needs 
paymen t. 
262. Payment bonding requirement provisions were added to the 
"Project Contract" on August 15, 1939 after plaintiff brought 
notice of defendants deficiency to them. 
263. Note, In July when plaintiff first charged defendant 
attorney of not having a sufficient bond, project attorney Fred 
Ne1 son deni e d the char ge. 
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264. The "PROJECT MANUAL" contract documents effective during 
when plaintiff was doi ng his work required that def endan t pay f or 
work of plaintiff if defendant's contractor failed to make 
p a/ment wh ic h is the c on d it i on. 
265. When plaintiff complained to defendants, defendants 
instructed plaintiff to seek payment from Argee through processes 
of the courts. 
266. According to defendants instructions, plaintiff sought 
payment through the processes of the courts. 
267. Argee continually prolonged the court action by introducing 
material and claims not relevant or accountable to plaintiff. 
268. One such irrelevant claim was that Argee blamed Plaintiff 
for defendants problems of the tailings being wet. 
269. Argee later blamed defendant for same complaint. 
270. Defendant later admitted fault, and paid additional monies 
to Argee. 
271. Plaintiff was in private vindicated by both Argee and 
defendan t. 
272. However plaintiff has still never been paid for his work and 
remains publicly defamed and as a result has suffered great 
1osses. 
273. The plaint iff's not being paid left him without income to 
support his family. 
274. This inability to support his family coupled with the 
defendants defaming of his work has caused plaintiff the loss of 
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h i s mar r i age, his f am M y , his home, and his businesse s. 
275, Part of Argee"s claim to the State of Utah was for monies to 
be paid to plaintiff. 
27<£., Defendant was told of this by plaintiff and knew from 
Argee's claim documents that part of the monies they were paying 
were to be paid to plaintiff. 
277. Defendant knew Argee were shysters. 
278. Because defendants knowledge of Argee's misconduct, 
defendant drastically changed its entire contracting procedures 
giving themselves contracting cancellation privileges not 
previously had by them. 
279. Knowing these things of Agree, still defendant did not 
protect plaintiff by making payment jointly as is common business 
pract i ce in Utah. 
280. Knowing that Peterson and Pemco were unpaid, general 
practice in Utah is that Defendant should have paid both Argee 
and Pemco/Peterson by a Joint Check. 
281. The plaintiff is still seeking recourse from Argee and/or 
its attorneys through the legal system as instructed to first due 
by the defendants. 
282. The plaintiff commenced action against the plaintiff timely 
within one year from the last date the last materials were 
furnished or the labor performed. 
283. This actions is timely by instructions of the defendants. 
284. If defendants claim this action by the plaintiff is not 
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timely, then defendants instruction to the plaintiff were 
fraudulent. 
235. The plaintiff provided work in regards to the project when 
he moved equipment in conjunction with de-mobi1 ization in August 
of 1989. 
286. The plaintiff's actions are timely in that his work is still 
going on because of the requirements of de-mobilization. 
287. The plaintiff's work is still going on in that his 
technology and equipment are even still in usage moving material 
into C1 i v e. 
288. The State of Utah has apparently already sold the equipment 
of plaintiff's rail-car rollover dumper at clive Utah. 
289. The plaintiff has still not been paid for his costs of 
providing the rail-car rollover. 
290. The plaintiff being without income and money got behind and 
was not able to timely pay support to his family. 
291. The court in the "STATE OF UTAH OFFICE OF RECOVERY SERVICE" 
brought suit against the plaintiff for monies for support for his 
f am i 1 y . 
292. The court in the "STATE OF UTAH OFFICE OF RECOVERY SERVICE" 
is one of "any court having jurisdiction in the county in which 
the contract was to be performed and executed". Ref 14-1-7 and 
14-1-15. 
293. In t h is "c ou r t h av i n g j u r isd i c t i on" plaintiff br ou gh t 
counter-claims against the defendants, on January 6 of 1989 
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plaintiff made service of his complaints of these matters to 
defendants attorney, the office of Paul VanDam at the State 
Capital building, the office of defendant Fred Nelson. 
294. No defendant or representative of the defendant has ever-
answered or responded to plaintiff's served complaints. 
295. The plaintiff thus hereby asserts all allegations, 
statements, complaints, in other words the document of January 6, 
1989 in its entirety as additional complaints herein made as a 
part of this document. 
296. The court in the "STATE OF UTAH OFFICE OF RECOVERY SERVICE" 
is a "court having jurisdiction in the county in which the 
contract was performed and executed" per 14-1-7 and 14-1-15. 
297. Plaintiff made a proper claim and action in a court having 
jurisdiction in the county where plaint iff's labors (his 
technologies) and his equipment was being used. 
298. A counter-claim for monies owing to Peterson from the State 
was properly made here for his need to pay support to his family, 
which support was deficient as claimed and being sued for by the 
State. 
299. Plaint iff's counter-claim was properly delivered to 
defendants. 
300. Plaintiff's counter-claim was properly received by 
defendants a 11 or ne y's office. 
301. On 22nd of February 1989, a motion for default judgment for 
failure to provide answers to that document was delivered to the 
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Attorney General's office of the Utah Capital Building. 
302. Defendants are liable to plaintiff by default. 
V 
Wherefore, plaintiff prays as follows: 
303. A temporary restraining order issued restraining defendant, 
his servants, and employees, form selling plaintiff's equipment. 
304. A preliminary injunction issue enjoining defendant, his 
servants, and employees, from using plaintiff's designs and 
equipment without paying plaintiff for his cost of providing said 
designs and equipment. 
305. That the court enforce a default judgment for defendant's 
failure to answer plaintiff's claims of J3.nu3.ry 6th of 1939. 
306. That the court finds defendants in default for no providing 
a timely good and sufficient payment bond as required by law. 
307. On a final hearing, defendant, his agents, servants, and 
employees be permanently enjoined from ever using plaintiff's 
designs and equipment without paying plaintiff for his cost of 
providing said designs and equipment. 
308. That plaintiff receive costs and expenses incurred in this 
ac t i on . 
309. That Plaintiff receive such other additional relief as the 
court deems proper. 
IN ADDITION 
310. As a part of this action for which the defendants are 
additionally responsible, the plaintiff includes along with his 
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"Counter-Claim to the State of Utah" and his "Motion for Default 
.Judgment" in Civil Action I dent. No. 82163573R1 and 82163573R2 he 
includes "REFERENCE LAW", exerts from the VITRO "Project Manual", 
and letters of correspondence between "The State of Utah" and the 
plaintiff wherein "The State of Utah" lays new claims to receipt 
and claims to new ownership to the equipment which plaintiff 
furnish to them in defendants VITRO material movement work. 
Certified in affidavit as true and thus dated this 26th day 
of January 1990. 
William D. Peterson 
cJ^^Drit, 
£EfiHEl£6I£-JDE-SEBL!l££ 
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing 
PETITION FOR INJUNCTION, MOTION, and MOTION for enforcement 
of DEFAULT JUDGMENT 201-310 
was served, 
to: 
The State of Utah 
Mark S. Day, Fred Nelson 
Kenneth L. Alkema, 
Peter Van Alstein 
this — 2 4 t h — day of January, 1990, by delivery to their 
attorney: the office of Utah Attorney General, Paul VanDam, 
State Capital Building, County of Salt JL^ke. 
 t 
Willi am D. Peterson 
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U)i 1 1 i am D. Peterson 
c/o Paul E. Peterson 
1444 Murphy's Lane 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
Telephone (801)775-1433, 435-9011 
-file: St-cl 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Wi11 i am D. Peterson > 
Plaint iff, ) 
) SUMMONS 
-vs- ) 
The State of Utah ) 
Mark S. Day, Fred Nelson ) 
Kenneth L. Alkema ) 
Peter Van A1s t e i n ) Civil No . 
Defendants ) 
) Judge 
TO: The State of Utah 
Mark S. Day, Fred Ne1 son 
Kenneth L. Alkema 
Pe ter Van Alste i n 
You are hereby summoned and required to -file an Answer in 
wri t ing to the attached pe t i t ion, comp1 a i n t s , mo t i ons, suppor ting 
affidavits, memorandum, and law references with the Clerk of the 
above entitled Court, and to serve upon, or mail, to William D. 
Pe ter son, Plaintiff, a c op y of sa i d An swer, wi t hIn 20 days (or 
wh a t e v e r t i me a 1 1 owe d by 1 aw) af t er de 1 i v e r y of t h i s summons 
upon you. 
If you f a i1 so t o do, j u dgme nt by de fault f or mo tion =• filed 
will be taken ayainst you for the relief demanded in said 
Comp1 a i nts, wh i ch has been filed wi th the C1erk of sa i d Cour t and 
a copy of which is hereto annexed and herewith served upon you. 
DATED this 26th day of January 26, 1990. 
Willi Am D. Peterson 
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c/o Paul E. Peterson 
1444 Murphy's Lane 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
Telephone (801)278-3435, 485-9011 
fi1e:\State\St-C2 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Wi11 i am D. Peterson ) 
> ADDITIONAL COMPLAINTS 
Plaintiff, ) 401-478 
) r e f 
-vs- > DEFENDANT 
> Peter Van Alste i n 
The State of Utah ) 
Mark S. Day, Fred Nelson ) 
Kenneth L. Alkema ) 
Peter Van A1s t e i n ) Civil No. 
De-fends.n ts ) 
) Judge 
To The State of Utah, Peter Van ATstein - Director of 
D i v i s i on of Cor por a t i on s an d Comme r c i a 1 Code is her ew i t h 
corhp 1 a i ned upon as an additional defendant. Actions of defendant 
Van A1ste i n are causi ng damages suppor t i ve to the damages caused 
upon the plaintiff by the other defendants. 
BACKGROUND 
4u 1 . Urn D . Peter son f ou n de d h i s * n o i n e e r i n Q an d man u f ac t u r i n o 
bu 3. i n e ss ar ou nd twe n t y two ye ar s ago . 
40 2. Ar ou n d 1973 he in corpor a ted his busine ss as Produ ct 
Engineering and Manufacturing Co, which he abbreviated to PEMCO. 
405. Initially his products were shipping containers for 
t r a.n =p 1 an t k i dn e y s an d re sear c h ay t oc 1 ay e s an d e q u i pme n t f or 
liquefaction of coal. In around 1973 he obtained a portion of 
Eirr,co Corp's conveyor business, hiring their laid off employees 
1 
and purchasing their inventories, Eimco gave PEMCG their initial 
orders which put Peterson in the convevor business. PEMCO has 
since built conve>ors -For installations all across the United 
States. Projects include most recent major Utah systems 
including major svsterns in the coal areas o-f Utah, the 14 mile 
conve>-or from Antelope Island, Chevron's Shale research facility 
in North Salt Lal*e, s>stems -for Kennecott, and lastl> the 
-facility to dump and carrv the Uitro tailings at Clive in Utah s 
we s t de ser t . 
40 4. Nhen PEMCO was not paid -For suppl>ing the facility -for 
moving the Uitro tailings, a supposed -friend and p s i a familr 
religious counselor o-f manv >e9r= put Feterson with his friend 
attorne> named Mr . Brown of" Fox Edwards ana Erown. The/ intern 
put Peterson with young at t o m e / Rand'' Fe i 1 . 
40 5. For various reasons including not -filing a lien as requested 
b *' Peterson, attempting to stop state and Argee usage b * means c-f 
pirate dismantling o-f -facilities and no* solving the problem in 
general, Feterson discharged Fe » 1 and obtained his own a t t o m e -
Fichar d Dayis. 
406 . Feterson not understanding the process. Robert Mcuritse* 
again inter lee ted a different attorney o-f his John F. Sampson and 
put him in control over Davis and Peterson. 
40 7. Peterson attempting still to operate his business without 
operating capital attempted to reorganize as Riverside Machi re 
and Fabrication compan/ with the intention o-f getting his 
employees involved as part owners. 
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40S. Unknowing to Peterson, Mouritsen apparent!/ had his attorne/ 
Sampson prepare papers of* resignation for Peterson's company's 
director?. 
409. Peterson is an engineer in product design and manufacturer. 
He had employed -full time accountants to assist in his business. 
410. In this time he had emp loved his out of work brother-in-law 
accountant and it was found that he had failed to I*eep proper 
records and had been failing to pa*' taxes and accounts, and had 
been removing monies not accounted for. 
411. Being fami1 •, for these problems, Peterson and his wife had 
ask assistance from their religious counselor and supoosed friend 
Mour i tsen uiho said for these matters he was qualified. 
412. Unknowingl• to Feterson Mouritsen apparently had his 
attorne> prepare papers for transfer of his properties between 
him his famil/ trust and his business. 
^13. Un knout i ngl * to Peterson flour i tsen apparently had his 
attorney prepare advanceo minutes of meetings for his business 
t*ih i ch read with intentions of gix> i ng to him and a f r 1 end 
controlling ownership for nothing b• making a fraudulent 
representation that the business was worth nothing therefore 
could be divided up freel>'. 
414. Mouritsen apparent!/ without consent of an* director or 
officer set up a bogus meeting of board of directors and without 
company directors and officers present the/ supposedly 
3 
established themselves as the officers, directors, and owners of 
the c or p or at i on . 
415. No payment of consideration was given to any member of 
Peterson family in return for assets of these supposed 
t ran sac t i oris. 
416. All the members of Peterson's family were threatened with 
false and fraudulent threats by Mouritsen if the family would not 
succumb to their demands of giving controlling interest of the 
business to him. Peterson's children, including the minor 
ch i1 dr e n were thr eatened by Mour i tsen to pray upon their f ather 
the message that they did not believe that plaintiff, their 
father, was able and qualified to operate his business and that 
the y we re to pr ay u p on him to give the bu s i ne ss t o Mou r it se n. 
417. Mouritsen's threats were fraudulent bogus lies told to the 
c h i1dr e n by him in the Pete r son home. Mou r i t se n wen t to the 
Peterson home unknowingly by the parents. Mouritsen's threats to 
the Peter son c h i1dr en wer e made w i t hou t their pare n t s pr e sen t s. 
418. Plaintiff did check into the possibilities of the realities 
of the threat conditions and found Mouritsen's threats to be 
fraudulent lies, malicious and with sole intent of causing 
plaintiff's children great fear, insecurity, and trouble. 
419. The Peterson's family income had been only around $7,000 per 
year because of their business being crippled from not being paid 
for i ts work, 
420. Peterson's wife threatened divorce if plaintiff would not 
suc c umb t o Mour it sen . 
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421. Mouritsen, Peterson's wife and children basically assigned 
and told plaintiff to use Mour it sen's attorney Sampson; i.e. 
plaintiff was coerced to use Sampson as his attorney. 
422. On numerous attempts plaintiff Peterson ask, but Sampson 
would not tell Peterson the mechanics of Mouritsen's intentions 
or prepare or show him an agreement to do such. 
423. Peterson repeatedly succumbed to his wife who apparently 
worked w i th Mour i tsen and McSweeney running bus i ness. 
424. With insults and threats using the Murray Police, they 
ousted WDP with threads of divorce from his wife. 
425. W. Peterson's wife later divorced him when he would not 
ac k now1e dge that Mou r i t se n, Mc Swe e ney an d Samp son had r i gh t s i n 
h i s busi ness. 
426. Peterson had never seen or participated in any agreement and 
d i d n o t u nde r s t an d wh e r e i n or how Mou r i t se n an d Mc Swe e n e y had an y 
r i gh t s in hi s bu sine ss. 
427. Peters on later f ou nd tha t w i thou t his know1e dge an d w i t hout 
authority from anyone, that Mouritsen and Mc Sweeney had be filinci 
ov e r him i n t he U t ah S t a t e D i v i s i on of Cor p or a t i on an d Comma r c i a 1 
Code in the Wells building in Salt Lake City. 
ALLEGATIONS 
428. Robert Mouritsen and John McSweeney have been fraudulently 
filing with the State of Utah as officers and directors of 
5 
Pe terson"s bus i ness. 
429. Attorney John P. Sampson's in affidavit fraudulently claims 
to be attorney and representative for Riverside Machine and 
Fabrication (MAC Industries) back in June of 1986 and since. 
430. In the court of Judge John Rokich in affidavit attorney John 
P. Sampson states that he has never been attorney for Peterson or 
any of his businesses. 
431. Around September 1989, in the court of Judge Rokich attorney 
Joh n P. Samp son r e s i gne d as a 11 or n e y f or Robe r t Mou r i t se n, John 
McSwe e ney and MAC Indu s tries. 
432. In the court of Judge Rokich in affidavit attorney John P. 
Sampson has represented that no legal contract or agreement with 
legal considerations has ever consummated wherein Mouritsen and 
Mc Swe e ney e v e r 1awf u11y ob tain an y rights to Peter son's bu sine ss 
or any of his f am i 1 y"' s asse t s . 
433. The initially registered directors never gave Mouritsen and 
Mc Swe e ney an y r i gh t s in Rive r s i de Mac hi n e & Fabr i c a t i on. 
434. To fraudulently steal Peterson and his family's business and 
properties, Mouritsen and McSweeney have repeatedly fraudulently 
filed as officers and directors over the filings of Peterson and 
hi s 1awf u11y i n i t i a 11y registered dire c t or s. 
435. To put an end to these repeated over-fi1 ings. Riverside 
Machine and Fabrication (MAC Industries) was merged into another 
bu s i ne ss of Peter son. 
436 . On Janu ar y 8, 1990, a 11 or ne y Joh n P. Samp son aga in c1 a i me d 
to be attorney for Mouritsen and McSweeney and MAC Industries. 
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The claim above was made in affidavit to Peter Van Al stein. 
Director o-f Division o-f Corporations and Commercial Code -for the 
State o-f Utah. 
433. Note that the affidavit is not signed by Sampson. 
439. The signature on the affidavit is a -forgery. 
440. A copy of the affidavit and other signatures o-f Sampson are 
i nc1uded. 
441. Evidently with a call -from Sampson an by his supposed 
letter, Sampson apparently persuaded Van Alstein to disallow or 
remove previous filings o-f the board of directors of current 
record, which directors were of record of the initial filing of 
the c orp or a t i on . 
442. Note here that the plaintiff has found attorney Sampson 
to be K>^ry cunning and persuasive. 
443. Plaintiff has on file and in process with the State Bar 
A ssoc i a t i on a c harge of c on f1 i c t ive interest wher^ \n Samp = on 
has represented plaintiff and at the same time represented 
Mou r i t se n an d Mc Swe e ne y in t h e ir me t h ods of f r au dulent!y 
stealing from the Petersons in regards to their properties 
i n Col orado. 
444. In conjunction with the above, and in addition, 
plaintiff has levied charges against the three in matters of 
Best American Cellulose, a company of Peterson's in Colorado 
wherein the three fraudulently obtained properties and 
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rights and apparently assigned properties to 2 ions Bank in 
exchange -for loans and used assignment o-f other rights to 
threat and blackmail Peterson. 
445. In this regard pi a i n t i f f' s attorney Jam is Johnson 
attempted to obtain answers -from attorney Sampson through 
i nterrogator i es. 
446. Peterson continuously prodded and inquired of" his 
a 11 or n e y Joh n son as to when in time Samp son wou1d an swer . 
447. After time, in much frustration -from failure to receive 
answers, Peterson -found that the shrewd attorney Sampson had 
not only outwitted attorney Johnson in his holding back to 
an swer, some h ow the clever attorney Samp son h ad pe r su ade d 
attorney Johnson to write Sampson a letter giving him 
indefinite leave -from answering. 
44S. Needlessly to say, when Peterson discovered attorney 
Johnsonxs letter of relief to attorney Sampson, Peterson was 
real 1y upset and d i smi sse d a 11 or ne y Johnson. 
449. Peterson can easily understand that the cunning attorney 
Joh n Samp son c ou1d outwi t a 11 or n e y Pete r yan A1s t e i n. 
450 . Abou t t h u r sday Jan u ar y 18th Peter son d i sc o v e r e d *v! an 
Alstein's actions and went to his office to inquire as to what 
had happened. 
451 . 6±±Dcnfix—yan—61s±ain—foe—±ha_£±a±£_o£_U±ah_±Gld_Ea±afisGa 
±ba± auxDUfi—a±—an^llm*—ran— c o m a ID his division and £11& 
lhamseluas-as—officecs-and—dinac±Qn£_.o£_aa>!:_cGcpQE:a±ioa-.oa_£ilfi. 
±n_±h£_s±a±£_G£_JJ±ah-
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452 . Not j u s t anyone - f i l e d as d i r e c t o r s and o f f i c e r s of h i s 
b u s i n e s s , bu± EB1BC.SQD.LS pa id—BYU—nai ig ion i n s l c u c i o c * . h i s 
aLLssionanx-jC-caiLp anion.*. and bis—UBCX—bBsl—i£J£D£L^anfl a t ionnax 
uii±hou±-anx agcfiaman±£_and_can±£:ac±ual_fiigh±s_cama-.±o_±hi£--S±a±£ 
o£_U±ah_o££i££-and £ i l a d mian—IhB d i n a r l o n s and o £ £ i c a c s _ o £ 
E a l a c s o n l s - b u s i n a s s i n _ a cuaning_a±±ama±-±a_±ak:£_±hfiin_busiQ£ss 
and flss£is^ 
453. E v e n wor se ye t
 ? bx_±hain pacsuasion^. ±ha S±a±a o£_U±ahls 
a±±QC:nBx~£B±Bc yan_61s±£in_namjDJU[£d-pn£i2iDus-.£ilin£iS-SiipiiDn±a£Lb^ 
a££idaui±-Q£-±ha-_c:eQis±acLad-.and-.QC:iQinai-bQacLd>.Q£_din£c±QE:s*-±his 
iyas_d£)na in^pnden^±D^anabla-tloiini±san_ and HcSwaanax-lo-£iiB-Di*.££ 
±ha_nagis±enad-Q££ic£n£_and-dinac±on£_as_±h£x_had_don£_be£Qca* 
454. When Peterson inquired of Van Alstein of why he was 
persuaded to remove their filing, Van Alstein defended his action 
stat i ng that i t was because Sampson had filed an af f i d*.1-..' i t . 
455 . When Pe terson inquired what of their filed affi day i t, Van 
A1ste i n replied "what af f i davit". 
456. Peterson replied "did you look in the file, it was filed 
1 ast summer, it is in the file". 
457. Obviously Van Alstein did not have knowledge of the problem, 
455. a1 so, Van A1s t e i n did not haye kn ow1e doe of wh a t was in the 
file. 
459. After scanning the file and documents. Van Al stein further-
defended his actions saying their affidavit was part of the 
? 
document which he disallowed and there-for was not allowed. 
460. His answer or de-fence made no sense. 
461. Their document was minutes o-f the board o-f directors and did 
stand alone. 
462. And what if it were concluded that it was part o-f a previous 
report, that gives no basis why a -filed document should become a 
non-f iled documen t. 
463. Plainti-f-f believes State Attorney Van Al stein has no basis 
for removing -filed documents. 
464. Plaintiff* maintains that changes to corporations should only 
be made of record by additional filing by responsible persons and 
that on 1y dev i at i on from this should be all owed by order of a 
court . 
465. If filings with the State are so much at whim, plaintiff 
Peterson thus demands that his original filing for corporation be 
declared void and removed from the State of Utah's Division of 
Corporations and Commercial Code. 
466. In further conversation, attorney Van Alstein stated that 
pr ob1 ems of the se na t u r es h av e a1 ways e x i s t e d i n his d i v i s i on. 
467. Attorney Van Alstein further stated that he would welcome a 
1 aw su i te in th i s matter to obtai n dec i •= i ons of how to deal wi th 
this perpetual problem relating to paper thievery of Utah 
Corporat i ons. 
CLAIMS 
468. The State of Utah via its Division of Corporations and 
Commercial Code with its Director - Attorney Peter Van Alstein is 
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assisting in the theft of p l a i n t i f f ' s remnant a s s e t s w h i c h are 
suffering b e c a u s e of not being paid for their work for their 
f u r n i s h i n g for the m o v i n g of the V i t r o tailings, the State of 
Utah ne^er h a v i n g a lawful and oroper pavment bond and the State 
of Utah never a n s w e r i n g p l a i n t i f f ' s complaints relative to w h v he 
was never paid for his w o r k . 
4<fv. Spec i f i cal 1 > , the State of Utah unlawfully r e m o v e d a 
proper 1> filed corporation report ar.d corporate m i n u t e s which is 
e na b 1 i n o a paper m ade theft c f plaintiff's a s s e t s . 
4 7 0 . CIVIL R A C K E T E E R I N G "EIGHT" The divisions of C o r p o r a t i o n s 
and Commercial Code should function to cause records of business 
operations and provide security in assignment of r e s p o n s i b i l i t y 
anc o w n e r s h i p . Instead, due to the racketeering s l i p s h o d failing 
nature of U t a h ' s government and s>stem, the* operate this 
division ' n =• lAl =• v ° + a c t u a 1 1 » causing the 1 oosing and wr ongf u 1 
changing of assignment and ownership and in a w a / w h i c h makes 
op p or t u ni t • for gross t hie v e r y. This is p l a i n t i f f ' s eigh t h 
cha«"Q$ of r a c k e t e e r i n g for the way that Utah's G o v e r n m e n t has 
caused losses to Utah's businesses including P e t e r s o n ' s own 
business and w h i c h racketeerings <»T e perpetuated by the State of 
Utah. 
471. D E F M M M T I Q N : E»»er/ member o± the Peterson f a m i l / has 
suffered sever defamation through their religious instructor 
Robert M o u r i t s e n as a result of the State of Utah not providing 
11 
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suffered sever defamation through their religious instructor 
Robert Mouritsen as a result of the State of Utah not providing 
that their father Wm Peterson to be paid so that he may provide 
for his family and that he has been further defamed by them for 
their failure to furnish information which they withheld. The 
whole Peterson family has literally been put on welfare and is 
living on welfare. Every member of Peterson family has been 
forcibly told by Mouritsen that defendant is not capable of 
operating his business. His ex-wife is living without a husband 
being told by Mouritsen that her former husband cannot function 
as a provider and that she is better off without him. Peterson's 
children are summarily growing up without a father to protect, 
love and care for them. The State of Utah in their failures to 
properly contract, bond, provide information, operation of their 
recovery service agency, and operation of their Corporations and 
Commercial code division have taken a totally irresponsible 
attitude towards those who they are supposed to be functioning 
for and this has caused defendant's losses. 
ENTITLEMENT 
472. Peterson has lost approximately 1/4 million dollars in 
direct costs not paid for in providing equipment and technology 
to move the Vitro tailings. 
473. Peterson claims additional losses of around six million 
dollars for losses to his businesses and additional damages of 
ten million dollars for damages to his children and marriage. 
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McSweeney for fraud for their fraudulent representations in their 
affidavit which they put on file with him. Peterson will oblige. 
475. This action properly belongs in this court. 
476. This action has no bearing on plaintiff's motion for default 
judgment for defendants failure to answer previous complaints and 
summary judgment from defendants neglect to properly and timely 
pr ovi de a good and 1awf u1 payment bond and summar y j udgment 
should be made and awards made to plaintiff for defendants 
neglect and failure. 
477. Plaintiff thus motions that an award of *6,335,508.86 be 
made for cost a asset lost working for defendant. 
478. Plaintiff also motions that an award of $10,000,000 be made 
for damages done to him and his family. 
Certified in af f i davi t as true an d thus da ted t h i s 261 h day 
of January 1990. 
cJM-^t 
W i 1 1 i -am D . Peters on 
13 
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I hereto certify that a copy of the -foregoing 
ADDITIONAL COMPLAINTS 401-478 
ret DEFENDANT Peter Van Alstein 
was served, 
to: 
The State of Utah 
Mark S. Dav, Fred Nelson 
Kenneth L. Alkema, 
Pe ter Van Als te i n 
this — 2 6 t h — dav of January, 1990, b- deliver* to their 
attorney- the office of Utah At tome* General, Paul Van Dam, 
State Capital Building, County of Salt Lake. 
oJu6^Dtfk=^ 
WI11 iam D. Pe ter son 
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Wi11iam D. Peterson 
c/o Paul E. Peterson 
1444 Murphy's Lane 
Salt Lake City, Utah 34106 
Telephone (80 0 278-3435, 485-9011 
fi1e:\State\St-C3 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Mi 1 1 i am D. Peterson "> 
) COMPLAINTS 
Plaintiff, > 501-537 
) for 
- J « - ) DEPFIVING OF PROPERTY 
) withou t 
The State of Utah ) DUE PROCESS 
Mark S. Da v, Fred Nelson ) 
Kenneth L. Alkema ) 
Pe t er Uan A1s t e i n ) Civil No. 
- Defendants ) 
} Judge 
BACKGROUND 
501. Plaintiff pro'naed equipment and technology for moving of a 
railroad car unloading s>stem which he purchased and dismantled 
in Ohio, and shipped it to Utah, and which he re-erected in Clive 
and furnished the neces=arv additional eauipment to move the 
vitro tailings from Salt Lal*e Cit> to Clive Utah. 
50 2. Flaintiff «'ia= not paid and contacted defendant owner ''The 
State of Utah' for Payment. 
50?, Defendant owner ''The State of Utah-1 had unlawfully 
contracted for work without a lawful and proper payment bond. 
504. The defendant owner is liable to plaintiff for payment of 
his costs because of his not having a lawful and proper payment 
bond. 
505. This demand is proper and timle/ now in that the plaintiff 
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contracted in writing, open ended, with Garth Wilson, to write of 
these problems to seek monies required to pav tor costs of work. 
506. Owner's representatives fraudulently instructed plaintiff to 
seek recourse from the Argee Corporation stating that thev were 
not liable until plaintiff exhausted that recourse. 
507. But, b* law the owner (State of Utah) was liable and their 
statements to plaintiff were fraudulent and misguiding to -«"oia 
the own e r ' = responsibilities. 
SOS. The defendant owner is liable to the defendant for damages 
for their fraudulent misguidance and misrepresentations when 
plaintiff sought for payment. 
50 Q. The defendant owner (State of Utah) withheld information 
needed t • the contractor and plaintiff. 
510. Plaintiff was held liable for the information hsd only b-
the owner and withheld bv the owner. 
511. The plaintiff wa= defamed in his industr> and family, and 
still not paid. 
512. The defendant owner is responsible to the plaintiff for his 
costs, losses, and damages for their withholding of information. 
513. In a previous action and in this action the defendant has 
failed to answer legal and proper 1 >- filed complaints. 
514. The defendant owner is postured for a default judgments for 
failure to answer complaints and thus is liable to the plaintiff. 
SITUATION 
515. The plaintiff had properly filed to operate as a corporation 
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with the defendant (State of Utah s Department of Business 
Regulation Division of Corporations and Commercial Code). 
516. The defendant's operation of his Corporations and Commercial 
Code Division allowed the invasion of others into and over 
plaintiff's business. 
517. The defendant's attorney Peter Van Alstein intervened and 
canceled plaintiff's proper and lawful filings of his business 
posturing his company for a fraudulent takeover allowable and 
possible because of unlawful actions and bad operation code of 
the defendant's (The State of Utah). 
518. The defendant is thus liable to the plaintiff for his 
overturned taking of his business and properties, property he was 
deprived of, without due process of law guaranteed to him by 
ARTICLE V of the Constitution and taken without the right of 
trial jury preserved to him by ARTICLE VII of the Constitution. 
519. For the defendant owner's depriving the plaintiff of his 
property without due process of law the defendant is liable to 
the plaintiff for his losses including damages of resulting 
defamation, making him unable to provide for his wife and family, 
thus the loss of his wife and family, and home, as well as his 
busi ness. 
520. The defendant's taken posture of not being responsible and 
of not being liable to plaintiff for the taking and using his 
work and defendant's repeated actions causing the plaintiff's 
damage, defamation, and losses are a system having a consistent 
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pattern of racketeering with purpose of ruin to of the plaintiff. 
521. Such a posture of the defendant owner evidences a pattern of 
racketeering and in so much that defendant has been charged with 
racketeering he is liable for treble damages. 
ADDITIONAL MATTER 
522. In the State District Court of the Honorable John A. Rokich, 
the plaintiff was given judgment without right or opportunity to 
answer or have representation. 
523. Plaintiff claimed that he was represented by attorney John 
P. Sampson. 
524. All documents of this issue had by Peterson were given to 
attorney John Sampson when he was representing Peterson in this 
mat ter . 
525. In affidavit to the Utah Bar Association of Oct 2, 1987 page 
se ven last par agr ap h , on file in this court, a 11 or n e y John 
Sampson declared that he was representing Peterson. 
526. This of course conflicts with attorney Sampson's affidavit 
in the c ou rt of Ju dge RokIc h wh e r e i n Samp son de c1 are s t hat he 
n e ve r represented Peter son. 
527. The records in the court clearly show that Peterson was 
given judgment without representation and opportunity to answer 
and was thus judged without due process including right of 
answering complaint, representation, and defence before a jury 
which right is guaranteed by the Constitution of the United 
States, and Peterson must be released for his judgment. 
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528. At issue is the matter o-f a missing mobile cellulose 
insulation manufacturing plant which was in Denver Colorado. 
529. The plant was originally secured by Prudential Federal 
Savings and security was evidently transferred to Zions Bank. 
Zions Bank has refused to answer as to their release of security. 
Value of the mobile cellulose insulation is "$-400,000 which 
represents the cost of its manufacturer. 
530. Eleven other cellulose insulation manufacturing plants are 
missing from Peterson properties at 4727 Riverside Drive in 
Murray, Utah. 
531. Attorney Sampson used Rokich's judgment to blackmail 
Peterson into signing the Argee-Pemco settlement. 
532. Because of the blackmail and durress onto Peterson, 
plaintiff motions that this court declair that settlement void. 
CLAIM 
533. Plaintiff thus claims for losses against the defendant for 
properties taken from him without due process of law. 
534. Note that defendants are now attempting to take other 
p r op e r t i e s ir- om plaintiff, hi s c on v e yor s on 6or don Lan e . 
MOTION 
535 . Plaintiff t hus mo t i on s that an awar d of $6,335,503.86 be 
made for cost a asset lost working for defendant. 
536 . Plaintiff a1 so mo t i ons that an awar d of *10,000,000 be made 
for damages done to him and his family. 
Certified in affidavit as true and thus dated this 26th day 
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of Januarv 1990. 
Ui I 1 1 I am D. Pe ter son 
CEEIlElCfilE-QE-QELlUEE* 
This i= to certify that a true and correct cop'' of the fore 
go i ng 
COMPLAINTS 501-536 for DEPRIVING OF PROPERTY 
without DUE PROCESS 
are being personally delivered in sn 
envelope addressed to: 
The State of Utah 
Mark S. Da>, Fred Nelson 
Kenneth L, AH'ema, 
Peter Van Alstein 
this — 2 6 t h — da> of Jamjar/, 1990, b^ deli^err to their 
attorney : the office of Utah At tome/ General. Paul '/'anDarn, 
State Capital Euilding, County of Salt LaS^e. 
Wi11Iam D. Pe ter son 
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Wi11 i am D. Peterson 
c/o Paul E. Peterson 
1444 Murphy's Lane 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
Telephone (801)278-3435, 485-9011 
f i 1 e:\State\St-C4 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Wi11 i am D. Peterson 
Plaintiff, 
-MS-
The State of Utah 
Mark S. Day, Fred Ne1 son 
Kenneth L. Alkema 
Pe ter Van Alste i n 
Defendants 
COMPLAINTS 
1-157 
prev i ously mad* 
here i n 
re-instated 
Civil No. 
Judqe 
E&CKBEDUhlD 
Wi 1 1 i am D . Pe ter son 
1444 Murphy Lane 
SLC, Ut 84106, 485-9011 
c/o Paul E. Peterson 
2219 Pan or ama Way 
Salt Lake City, Ut 84117, 278-3435 
-file: StateUt.cla 
STATE OF UTAH 
OFFICE OF RECOVERY SERVICE 
State of Utah 
O f f i c e of Re cOMer y Se r v i ce s 
120 N o r t h 200 West 
S a l t Lake C i t y , Ut 84145 
<801 )538 -4583 , C a r o l y n B. Larsen 
P l a i n t i f f 
and 
The State of Utah 
Mark S. Day, Fred Nelson 
Kenneth L. Alkema 
ANSWER 
COUNTER-CLAIM 
C i v i1 Ac t ion Ide n t. No. 
32163573R1 
& 
32163573R2 
1 
P l a i n t i f f r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s ) 
) 
v s . ) 
Uli 1 1 i am D . Pe t e r son ) 
) 
D e f e n d a n t ) 
ANSWER 
m**jp . Xh&s& L±£Lm^-waiL£--n£Li±asL-.<zn£U£L£:£Lj±~ Ih&-xi±&±n±±££-±hu£s±j.±± 
IL£L£n£L£.±£ll±±X-±£L£kjE--2Lri£,U±LlL-+ 
COMPLAINTS 1-157 
1. The defendant needs to pay child support to his 
familv who are justly entitled to support from a parent, 
2. The defendant needs to collect monies owing to him 
for his work done, the defendant's work for the benefit of, 
received by, and used bv the State of Utah. 
3. The defendant believes he is entitled to payment for 
his works and pa>ment for his costs to provide his works. 
4. The defendant thus appropriately petitions to the 
State of Utah for appropriate hearings for collection of monies 
owing to him for his work's, that he mar have an in cone to 
provide for his famil/ and himself, and to pa>' his obligations 
zee ordingly. 
5. The defendant was sever elv disabled financially as to 
his abilities to pa/ financial commitments due to the failure 
of the State of Utah (herein Utah* to pa> for services taken 
from the defendant and used b/ and for the benefit of Utah, 
this usage being done including Utah's withholding of 
Peterson vs State of Utah 
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information and pavments for the defendant (see Argee's claim), 
resulting in the slandering of the defendant. 
6. This degradation by Utah of the defendant caused the 
inability of his business to operate, ruined his ability to 
earn income, caused his familv to reject him, caused his wife 
to d i 'Jor ce him. 
7. The costs of furnishing technologies and assets taPen 
and used b>' Utah includes the defendant's being ruined 
financial!/, his businesses lost, his marriage ruined, his home 
lost, and accesses to his six children denied. 
8. The defendant believes he is entitled to appropriate 
and fair hearings before an impartial judge to complain for and 
to receive what is appropriately owing to him for his work and 
his assets which he has furnished and was used b> Utah. 
Q
. A background history and counter-claim thus foil on. 
This information is supported b * an included summer/ of la>i. 
E^LKBRDLUL 
1 0 . The d e f e n d a n t and h i s m a n u f a c t u r i n g f a c i l i t * tool* en 
t h e p r o j e c t o f s u p p l y i n g a m a t e r i a l h a n d l i n g s y s t e m f i r t r e 
m o v i n g o f t h e U i t r o t a i l i n g s t o U t a h ' s w e s t d e s e r t a t C l i v e . 
1 2 . T h i s w o r k was i n i t i a l l y done as Pemco b u t b e r e l * 1 /3 
i n t o t h e c o n t r a c t t h e a g r e e m e n t was b r e a c h e d b / t h e A r g e e 
C o r p o r a t i o n ' s f a i l u r e t o p a v , Pemco d i d n o t have a b i l i t i e s t o 
c o n t i n u e , and t h u s P e t e r s o n b / p e r s o n a l a g r e e m e n t w i t h Jack 
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Adams continued and completed the project to the extent of its 
usage to move the tailings. 
13. The defendant has never received any of plaintiff's 
monies in payment for defendants costs in providing these 
technologies and assets taken used to the benefit of plaintiff. 
CQbEL^lblI,EOE,CQSIS^blQ,nAMAGES^EQB^BBEaCU^QE^DUINZ 
6hlQ_SL&hlQEE 
Defendant William D. Peterson, for his complaint, allege: 
hl&IUEE-QE-&£21Dtt 
14. This is a claim for collection for cost resulting for 
the defendant's supplying technology and equipment for a. 
material handling system for the dumping of RR train car loads 
of Vitro-Tai1 ings in Utah's west desert at Clive Utah. 
E&EI1ES 
15. Defendant Peterson is a citizen of Salt Lake County, 
State of Utah. 
16. Pemco Compan y i s c or p or at i on du1y i ncor p or a t e d u nde r 
an d existing by v i r t ue of the 1aws of the State of Ut ah . 
JJIHFR E&EI1ES 
17. The Ar ge e Cor p or a t i on i s an Iowa c ompany aut hor i z e d to 
do business in the State of Utah. 
IS. Wilson is a professional engineer and the general 
manager of U t ah op e r a t i on s of the Ar gee Cor p or a t i on. 
19. Day is a professional engineer and project manager of 
the Bureau of Radiation Control, of the Division of 
Environmental Health, of the State of Utah. 
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20. Day is the project manager for the project of the 
State of Utah's moving of the Vitro tailings. 
21. Nelson is an attorney and is Assistant Attorney 
General of the State of Utah. 
22. Nelson prepared and was the executor of the work 
contract between the Argee Corporation and the State of Utah. 
23. Alkema is the director of the Division of 
Environmental Health for the State of Utah. 
24. Alkema negotiated costs increase payments to the Argee 
Corporation from the State of Utah resulting from Utah's 
omi ss i on of i nf orma t i on. 
25. Note: The plaintiff and third party defendants 
collectively including the Argee Corporation, the State of Utah, 
and their representatives including Wilson, Day, Nelson, and 
Alkema. w ill hereinafter be refer r e d t o as the < Own e r) . 
JJJ£ISDl£IlDhL6fclD-.L!£hlJJ£ 
26 . Thi s act i on ari se s un der t h e Con s t i t u t ion. more 
par t i cu1ary the c i v i1 con trac t 1aws ... and the 1abor 1aws of 
... of the ... U.S. Government and the ... of the State of Utah. 
BfiCKGBQUUQ_QE_IHE_EBESENI_CQttIBQUERS^ 
27. The defendant is a licenced engineer who provided 
certain of his proprietary technologies and assets taken and 
used by the owner for moving of the Vitro tailings. 
28. The defendant performed based upon knowledge provided 
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by the owner. 
29. Information provided to defendant was not correct. 
30. Owner did have correct information. 
31. Owner blamed and slandered defendant for his work, 
this work which was done based upon knowledge provided by owner. 
32. The defendant's technologies and assets as provided 
were however used by the owner to transport all of the tailings 
and complete the Vitro tailings moving project, even completing 
the project one year ahead of schedule. 
33. The owner withheld payments of monies for the work of 
the defendant as was contracted and requested, and the defendant 
has been paid nothing for his technologies and assets provided 
by him and used by the owner. 
34. The defendant remains slandered as unqualified to work 
for enumeration in his chosen field and remains unpaid for his 
wor k pr ov i ded to the owner. 
35. The own e r damage d de f e n dan t, rui n i n g his abi1 i tIes t o 
provide. As a result of defendant's damage, he has suffered the 
1oss of h i s marr i age of 25 years, his associ at i on wi th his si x 
c h i 1 dr en, hi s h ome , and the 1 oss of h i s bu s i n e sse s . 
CQbJIEfiCIU6L«E6SI£-.EQE-EhJXlILEMEtiI 
36. Persons supplying material and labor to a Government 
Sponsored pr oj ec t shall be entitled to the costs of h i s 
su p p1y i n g sa i d wor k. 
37. Defendant, Uilliam D. Peterson II, in accordance with 
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63-56-63. E£££c±-a£_u±ola±ioa_a£±&iL_awaE:d_o£-.<LQa±E:aiL±, and 14-1-
1 5 Liahilllx o£ s±a±a £ailiag ±Q_Qh±aia-haad*--of Utah-Coda, 
asserts for its Complaint against plaintiff, The State of Utah, 
as foilows: 
EEDJELI-B&DKBEBUUD-
38. UJ Peterson, a Professional Engineer Licenced in the 
State of Utah, furnish his proprietary technologies and assets 
a1 on g wi t h h i s c ompany PEMCO < Pr odu c t Engineering an d 
Manufacturing Co.), in the form of designs for a rail road train 
car dumper and assets to build and furnish said dumper for 
dumping RR cars loads of the Vitro uranium tailings at Clive 
Utah. 
39. The State was contracted to the Arqee Corporation for 
the moving said tailings. The Argee Corp. was on contract with 
PEMCO and Peterson for supplying said technologies and assets. 
40 . Du ring the t i me of Peter son *' s wor k ( 41 h Jan 1 9S5 t •:« 
the 15th of August 1985) the payment Bond No. 944226 of the 
contract between Argee and the State of Utah Contract Is per 
(Title 14, Chapter 1, Sec. 5 U.C.A 1953) and includes a 
provision eliminating the contractors bonding requirement, per 
bond paragraph 3 as follows: 
NOW, THEREFORE, the c ond i t i on of this ob 1 i ga t i on i s suc h 
that if the said Principal shall faithfully perform the 
contract in accordance with the plans, specifications, 
and conditions thereof, then this obligation shall be 
voids otherwise to remain in full force and effect. 
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41. In July of 1985, Plaintiff complained of the Argee 
Corp.'s failure to pay for services and of condition of the 
bond. Defendants attorney Fred Nelson and project manager Mark 
Day both instructed the defendant that his avenue to seek 
recourse and payment was to bring civil suit by PEMCO against 
the ARGEE Corporation. 
42. Peterson sought recourse as instructed by Day and 
Nelson of Utah. 
43. Argee by Utah's payments conceded to pay Peterson, but 
by Utah's failure to pay Argee's demands, Argee failed to pay 
Pemco's and Peterson's costs thus he remains unpaid. 
44. Wherein a subcontractor is unpaid, Utah Law per the 
contract requires the obligation be paid by Utah. 
45. Wherein the bonding is deficient, Utah Law per the 
contract requires the obligation be paid by Utah. 
NOTE: 
46. Ef f e c t i v e 15 August, 1 985 t h e p ayme n t p erf or man c e was 
changed to Title 63, Chapter 56. 
47. Also. because of Utah's bad experience with Argee, 
Utah's contract laws were changed to give Utah contract 
c an c e 1 a t i on p r ov i s i on s . 
DUblER-L&£:Q££=:U±ahl-.CDblELl£I 
48. The Argee Corp found that Utah had failed to provide 
information in its possession of the wetness of the tailings. 
Said information was of course not supplied to PEMCO and the 
defendant suffered because of not having said information had by 
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Utah. 
49. Argee's claim was that because oi the clay 
content and layering of the tailings, it could not 
effectively condition the tailings for economical 
transfer to Clive. Using the excavation methods that 
were contemplated in its bid, the tailings did not 
condition as planned. Increased handling and 
transportation cost were the result. 
50. Actual conditions at the site indicate levels of 
moisture between 37 and 70 percent. These amounts were well in 
excess of the moisture content found in previous tests by both 
the State and DOE contractors. 
51. The State's analysis indicated that if Argee could 
demonstrate changed conditions, the minimum award that could be 
expected was approximately $4.9 million. The potential existed 
for up to a % 10 million award. 
52. The State agreed to a settlement amount of S3.625 
million with the Argee Corporation. 
53. The defendant's company PEMCO and defendant sought 
collection from the Argee Corp as directed by the plaintiff. 
54. The Argee Corp agreed to pay defendant a multitude of 
times but in the delay the defendant lost his business and was 
n o t p a i d . 
55. Argee and Utah have stated that problems blamed upon 
PEMCO and defendant by Argee were not in fact problems of 
PEMCO's or defendant, but were attributed to Utah's own failure 
to inform of conditions. 
"The conveyor system on which our bid was prepared would 
9 
have done the job if the materials were as anticipated at 
the time of bidding." 
56. Defendant's design technologies and equipment was used 
as furnished to complete the project a year ahead of schedule. 
Ehlllll FMFNJ^B&SED^Qt±^DlEEERlhlB^£DtiDlIlDhl2 
57. Additionally, ... materially different ... conditions, 
found during construction which affect and require design 
changes shall be considered as a change in the scope of work. 
58. The subcontractor has been damages as a result of the 
material variation between the expected and encountered 
condi t i ons. 
ENIlILEtlEtni^B&SE^n^mSREEEESENI^IinU 
59. Additionally;, ... conditions that were encountered 
differed materially from those indicated ... (subcontractor) is 
entitled to recover because the contract documents, 
misrepresented conditions that would be encountered ... 
60. The Own e r < an d hi s su be on tract or > e r r on e ous1v 
represented the existence or nonexistence of a fact material to 
c o nt rac t pe r fo r m a nce, u pon whi c h a ( s u bcon t r ac t or) re asonab1 r 
r e 1 i e s t o h is de t r i me nt. 
61. The owner furnishes design specifications for a the 
conditions of the materials for their being moved for the 
p r oj e c t, it is deemed by 1 aw t o i mp1 i e d1y war ran t that t hose 
plans and specification are accurate and suitable for their 
intended use. 
62. The owner's plans turned out to be unsuitable, and 
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thus the contractor is entitled to relief -for the extra costs 
i ncurred. 
63. The Owner's design requirement has misled the 
subcontrac tor. 
64. The owner is responsible to bear the costs of the 
subcon trac tor. 
Ebillll FMFt£C^£6££D-,DbLI3yNFR'S^BEE&CH^DE^DUl^  
I£L,DlJS£LD£E-lNE£>RMATl£lbl 
65. The (owner) upon entering into a contract, as part of 
its implied duty to help rather than hinder performance, it is 
obligated to provide the (subcontractor) with special knowledge 
in its possession which might aid the (subcontractor) with 
special knowledge in its possession which might aid the 
(subcontractor) in performing, more particularly, the 
w i t h h o1d i ng of i nf orma t i on the d i sc1osu r e of wh i c h wouId be 
likely to have a material effect on a contractor. 
66. If the difficulty of obtaining the knowledge from 
other sources becomes greater, then the owner has even a greater-
duty to disclose the information to the contractor. 
CiyiL_R£CKEIEEEIUe_^QfclEl 
67. The defendant complained to all parties of the owner 
that he was not being paid for his work as contracted. 
68. Argee counter sued the defendant when his material 
handling system encountered difficulties with wet tailings 
11 
having oversized chunks of concrete, not dried and reduced in 
size as specified by the owner's project manual dated November 
1984. 
70. Argee claimed the tailings were not dryable as 
specified by the State o-f Utah. 
71. Argee claimed the tailings could be moved by 
plaintiff's system as provided if the tailings were dryable as 
specified by the Utah. 
72. Disagreements and claims within the owner resulted. 
Argee complaining to Utah in time consuming arbitration. 
73. Over this time while the owner argued, the defendant 
rema i ned unpaid. 
74 . The def endan t con t i nued t o se ek p aymen t f r cm the owner 
and misleading promises for payment were rriade to the defendant 
t o p ac i f y him during the own e r s litigation. 
75. De f e ndan t was se eking f or hi s wor k don e wh i c h own e r 
had budoe ted f or payme nt. 
76. Owner fraudulently confused the issue in the court 
making issue of information protected from the defendant by 
their Argee's claim in usage of rule 4.OS for compromise 
ne go t i a t i on s of wh i ch de fen dan t was of no par t. 
77. Argee claim of receiving only 1/3 was fraudulent in 
that in actuality they received in excess of 110% for the work 
at issue sought for payment by the defendant. 
78. The so called settlement for 1/3 was negotiations for 
additional costs, not costs previously contractually covered. 
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79. For these additional scope costs, the customer paid 
approximately $4,000,000. 
80. In deposition, Garth Wilson stated his company's 
internal budget for this additional work was $2,000,000. Thus 
Arqee received in reality twice their costs. 
CiyiL-E6CKEIEEEihlG_liyQl 
SI. The contractual arrangement in the owner and source 
for monies for payment to the contractor were uncertain due to 
errors or discrepancies of agreements in the owner, i.e. between 
Argee and Utah. 
82 . U t ah 1 aws require s an own e r ar r an geme n t in su r i n g by-
bonding for monies required for payments to subcontractors. 
83. For the period of Peterson's work the payment bond 
agreement between Argee and Utah provided that if Argee 
completed work properly as required, Argee was not required for 
the provision of the bonding. 
84. The payment bond between Argee and Utah provided that 
Utah was responsible to pay plaintiff if Argee failed to pay 
p1 a i n t i f f an d pr ov i de bond pr ov i s i on s. 
85. Plaintiff promp11y comp1 a i ned to Ne1 son and Day f or 
his not being paid as required by contract. 
86. Instead of Utah paying upon complaint, Utah told the 
defendant to seek recourse against the Argee through the courts. 
87. Utah avoided responsibilities for paying for costs it 
13 
incurred by its not furnishing pertinent information in its 
possessi on. 
S3. Utah avoided the responsibilities of proper contract 
arrangements, their having gross errors in their contractual 
arrangements for bonding. 
CiyiL^E^CKEIEEBIbJQ-lIHEEEl 
89. The owner had a responsibility for payment for 
services contracted and received and used from subcontractors. 
90. The owner failed to timely respond to requests for 
payment from the defendant subcontractor. 
91. The owner participated in a situation of contention 
within itself ignoring the demands and requirements of the 
defendant subcontractor;, leaving the subcontractor aside totally 
c on f u se d f or r e c ou r se . 
92. The owner reached a settlement within itself, a 
settlement insufficient for adequate payment to their 
su be on tract or s, their hav i n g full k n ow1e dge, e v e n de c1ar i ng 
insufficient payment to their subcontractors. 
93 . Owner s se 111 ed on 1 /3 co= t s , hav i ng full know 1 edge c-' 
costs., knowing that settlement would not pay for costs ct 
defendan t. 
£1UI1—R&£KEIE£R1U£^1EDUE1 
94. Th e own e r had a r e sp on s i b i1 it y f or p ayme n t f or 
additions and changes reflected in additional costs of i t =. 
su be on t r• ac t or s . 
95. The owner failed to timely respond to requests for 
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payment -from the defendant subcontractor. 
96. The owner participated in a situation o-f contention 
within itself ignoring the demands and requirements of the 
subcontractor, leaving the subcontractor aside totally confused 
for recourse. 
97. The owner reached a settlement within itself, a 
settlement insufficient for adequate payment to t heir-
con tractors, their having full knowledge, even declaring 
insufficient payment to the subcontractors. 
£.1U11— EACKFTE FBI hiB-lElUEl 
98. The court is human, of limited perception 
under s t an ding, k n ow1e dge, an d j u dgme nt. 
99. Using simple procedures of counterclaims, rebuttals, 
counter offers and delays of any means, lawyers complicate 
matter s an d e x t e n ds t i me an d c os t s be yon d r e ason an d cap a.c i t y . 
1 00 . Th i s situati on congregates the vu1tures f or the 
de v ou r i n g of the i n j u r e d by even hi •= so called f r i e n ds wh J c h i = 
just what has happened, even in the presence court. 
£QUEI„lhaEEEEEEU£E-EX„&IinE£lEX 
101. At this time, defendants so called friends and 
business adv i sor s Rober t Mour i t sen and John McSweeney conspi r ed 
and convinced defendants wife and children that defendant was 
incapable of operating his business and that the business should 
be turned over them. 
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102. Mouritsen, McSweeney, defendants wife and children 
ordered defendant to use John Sampson for his attorney. 
103. They prepared and ordered defendant to sign an order 
of Sampson' s usage, Mouritsen, McSweeney, Sampson and 
defendant's wife threatening divorce if defendant did not yield. 
104. The defendant was never informed about conflict of 
interest by an attorney. 
10 5. Samp son was Mou r i t se n's an d Mc Swe e ne y's a 11 or ne y 
before and in the theft of Peterson's business. 
106. This theft was orchestrated in part in the federal 
court. 
107. Defendant's interests were not represented and he was 
without counsel in court because of the misrepresentation of 
Sampson. 
108. Samp son , Mou r i t sen , and Mc Swe e ney hav e r e pe a t e d1y 
promised at the request of defendant to provide to him by what 
rights they have to defend him and Pemco. They have never-
provided the defendant with proof of rights of their 
i n t e r f e r e n c e . 
£IL?IJ_56CKFTFFR IUB-1S1X1 
10 ? . U t ah by an owner or gan i z a t i on c on t r ac t e d ou t t o a 
subcontractor tor services wherein the subcontractor hired 
emp1oyees• 
110. Utah expects the subcontractor to take monies from his 
cash flow and pay monies back to him, Utah, as taxes, as a 
percentage of the employees wages as they work for the benefit 
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of the Utah, i.e. unjust enrichment. 
111. Utah fails to exercise provisions wherein the 
subcontractor receives payment for his work done for the benefit 
of Utah. 
112. Utah thus expects to receive both services and tax 
mon i es of employees doi ng the serv i ces whi1e at the same t ime 
n o t p ay i n g, e x p e c t i n g all the se be n e f i t s f r om a su be on t r ac t or 
for payment of nothing. 
113. Utah contracted with the Argee Corporation to do work 
for them. 
114. Utah soon learned that the company they contracted 
with were scoundrels who circumvented contract requirement, 
m i srepresented condi t ions, and wou1d de vi ous1y steal f r om any 
other participant in the venture to maximize their own profits. 
115. Loca1 bu sine ss op e r a t or s who su poor t Ut ah hav e nee d s 
an d r i gh t •= f or a f a i r de a 1 an d r e ason ab 1 e p r of i t s t o s t ay i r« 
business and continue to be employers and supporters of Utah, 
116. Realistically, Utah must provide protection to their 
tax payers, if they expect them to continue and be tax payers. 
EIESI_CL&IL1-EQE_EEL1EE 
Defamat i on 
117. The owner specified the specific type and 
configuration of equipment it desired for the transporting of 
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the Uitro tail ings. 
118. The defendant subcontractor specified that he must 
know the wetness conditions o-f the tailing being shipped, the 
rail car load weights, and the maximum size o-f materials in the 
tai1ings. 
119. The tailings were specified as being dried, rail c*r 
loads to not exceed 100 tons, and maximum size o-f materials not 
to exceed 6 inches in a dimension. 
120. The tailings shipped were wet, rail cars were gross1 > 
overloaded and huge (oversized^ pieces of concrete were shipped 
imbedded in the tailings. 
121. The system was not designed for the conditions 
encountered. 
122. The owner failed to inform the defendant of his 
knowledge of the different conditions. 
12?. With the e^cessi'^e conditions, the system did not wo-* 
for the owner as contemplated. 
124. The s-stem ^as however used as furnished to mo'je the 
entire amount of tailings. 
125. The oi^ner complained and failed to pa- adequate!> icr 
the use of the system. 
126. In the owner's complaints he slandered the defendant 
causing him irreparable damage in his worl«, his business, his 
h ome , his f ami1> , and in his m a r riage. 
127. Correspondence within the owner vindicated tne 
defendant but he has never been personally or publicly 
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vindicated and paid. 
SE£QMD-£L&1&-EDR-EEL1EE 
Abuse o-f Process 
128. Argee contracted Pemco knowing Pemco and Peterson were 
limited -For monies and could not -finance their project, paying a 
*2000 advance. 
129. Arqee knew Peterson was Pemco's principal Engineer, 
130. Argee's manager Jack Adams charged Peterson personally 
to provide them with a system which would handle the tailings. 
131. Peterson followed Argee's Directions and designed a 
single c onv e yor syst em. 
132. Peterson designed a twin conveyor system per Argee's 
D e m a n d s. 
133. Peterson Informed Argee of limitations (see Luna's 
Depos i t i on). 
134. Ar ge e no t p ay i ng Pemc o b1amed Peter son. 
135. Argee blamed Utah for problems vindicating Peterson. 
136. Argee used Peterson as their witness against Utah. 
137. Argee at four times made agreements with Peterson to 
pay for his services received and used. 
138. Argee changed their operating procedure to Peterson's 
alternative in August of 1985 and made claim to Utah far-
add i t i oral costs. 
139. Argee used Peterson's proprietary technologies to 
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complete project one year early receiving extra monies and 
bonuses of around *5 MILLION. 
140. Extensive depositions were taken, no Utah Argee 
employee claimed dissatisfaction or complaint of Peterson's 
design as not being what was ask for and stated it would have 
worked if conditions had been as anticipated and as required by 
Peterson. 
141. Furthermore Argee's workers testified the system did 
preform, both their alternative and Peterson's alternative, 
which was used to complete the project. 
142. Peterson's requirement was to design a system which 
would unload a RR train of cars in less than 10 hours. 
143. Peterson's alternative would unload a RR train of cars 
in 3 hours. 
144. Peterson had a good track record of work. A Kfery good 
reputation for work in the west and across the country. 
145. Peterson has never had a dissatisfied customer. 
146. The owner and Argee disgraced Peterson. 
147. The ow n e r a n d Argee h a n d i c a p p e d Pete r s o n ' s C om p a n y s o 
that he could not function. 
143. Peterson became rejected by his wife 
149. Peterson became rejected by has associates 
150. Peterson became rejected by his customers. 
151. The owner and Argee abused the business process by not 
paying as agreed. 
152. The owner's contractor Argee failure to pay for work 
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promptly as contracted was typical of their method of operation 
according to some two dozen subcontractors. 
153. Argee used illegal manipulations, even in the courts 
to avoid payment as contracted. 
IHlEQ-CLfiI£l-EQE_EELLEE 
En t i 11emen t 
154. The owner requested unique technologies and assets 
from the defendant. 
155. Defendant furnished unique technologies and assets to 
owner. 
156. The defendant has never been paid for said assets and 
technolog i es. 
157. The defendant is entitled to be paid for said assets 
and techno1og i es. 
15S. The defendant's costs or his losses in supplying 
technologies and assets taken and used by the owner is 
$6,355,508.36. 
WHEREFORE, plaintiffs Wi 11 iam D. Pe t e r son demand j u dome nt ; 
A. On the First Claim for Relief in the amount of 
%6,335,508.86 as compensatory damages and in the amount of 
•£12,671,017.72 in exemplary damages against the plaintiff owner-
based on their willful, ma1 i c i ou s , an d r e c k 1 e ss wr on gf ui act s 
al1eged herein; 
B. On the Second Claim for Relief in the amount of 
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I «:> , 3 15 , ?• 2 •::• . 5 S a a c om p e n s 3. t o r >• d am a qe s 3 n d i n t > 
$ 1 2 , 6 7 j ,017.72 in e ••• emo 1 ar y damage s aga Inst the da s- •• 
on the i r w I 1 1 f u I , m a 1 i c i ou s, zr\d r e c k 1 e a s * ..«r on of u 1 
h e r e i n ; 
C, On the T h i r d C1 a im f or R e l i e f in the A 
t h e amo u n t o f $ 6 , 3 35 , 5 0 8 . 8 6 a s c om p e n =• a t o r y d am a g e ~ 
am o u n t o f -$12,671,017.72 i n e x e m p 1 a. r y d am a g e a. 
d e f e n d a n t s b a s e d on the i r wi ] ] f ul , rrial i c i o u s , 
wr ongf u1 act s a l l e g e d h e r e i n ; 
D . A w a r d inq them the c o s t s a n d d i s b u r s- e m 
:«n : and 
E. G r a n t i n g such other and f u r t h e r relief 
j u s t an d pr op er t o t h i s Cour t . 
Re sp ectful 1v su tarn i Xted 
i i. ... 
LA y 3AJ^ r 's-/\s-
W i l l ! am D . P e t e r •=• o n 
D a t e d : S a l t L a k e C i t y , Ut 
J a. n u a. r y , 1 ? 8 ? 
BEQUE£I_EQE.-6fcJ£UEE 
We be 1 i e v e y o u r a r e 1 i a b l e f o r m o n i e s i n d i c a t e d a o c ^ e . I n 
t h e n e x t t w e n t y d a. y s p l e a s e r e v i e w t h e s e c o n c i t ; a " s . ; f > c u 
a g r e e , p i e a s e a r r an gemien t f o r p ayrrien t f o r c o s t s a n d Cama.ce s t a-
me a n d my t am i 1 v , If" y o u d o n o t a g r e e to t h e s e c ' a s m s , D ' e ^ s e 
a n s w e r e a c h i tern o f o u r c l a i m a n d s c h e d u l e a t^ i a l t o r a 
d e c i s i on b y an i m p a r t i a 1 j u d g e , 
E fc iQ_QE_BE=: l IEE f i I IQ fc i 
4 7 7 , P l a i n t i f f t h u s m o t i o n s t h a t an a w a r d o f $ 6 , 3 3 5 , 5 0 8 . 8 6 D ? 
m a d e f o r c o s t a a s s e t ] o s t w o r k i n q f o r d e f e n d a n t , 
4 7 8 . P l a i n t i f f a l s o m o t i o n s t h a t an a w a r d o f $ 1 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 he m a c e 
f o r d a m a g e s d o n e t o h i m a n d h i s f a m i ] y « 
C e r t i f i e d i n a f f i d a v i t a s t r u e a n d t h u s d a t .e d t h • a 26' > f v "ti a v 
:»f J a n u a r y 1 ??0 . . 
Uli 1 1 i am D. p e t-
P e t e r s o n vs S t a t e o-f Utah 
J a n u a r y 2 6 , 1990 
CEBI1E1C6IE_QE_SEBL!ICE 
I h e r e b y c e r t i f y t h a t a copy o-f the - f o r e g o i n g 
COMPLAINTS 1 -157 p r e v i o u s l y made, h e r e i n 
r e - i n s t a t e d 
was s e r v e d , 
t o : 
The State o-f Utah 
Mark S. Day, Fred Nelson 
Kenneth L. Alkema, 
Pe ter Man AT ste i n 
this — 2 6 t h — day o-f January, 1990, by delivery to their 
attorney: the ot-fice o-f Utah Attorney General, Paul VanDam, 
State Capital Building, County o-f Salt Lake. 
L J_4^J2Z*?E 
Wil l i am D. P e t e r s o n 
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PA3MENT BOND 
(Title 14, Chapter 1, Sec* 5, U.C.A. 1953, as Amended) 
KNOW ALL MEN B¥ THESE PRESENTS: 
That, The Argee Corporation, hereinafter referred to as the "Principal", and 
Seaboard Surety Co. & St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company corporations 
organized and existing under the laws of the States of New York and Minnesota 
with principal offices in the Cities of New York and St. Paul, hereinafter 
referred to as the "Surety", are held and firmly bound unto the State of Utah by 
and through the Utah Department of Health, hereinafter referred to as the 
"Obligee", in the amount of Thirty Seven Minion, Nine Hurlered Thirty Three 
Thousand and Two Hundred Dollars ($37,933,200.00) for the payment whereof, the 
said Principal and Surety bind themselves and their heirs, administrators, exe-
cutors, successor and assigns, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents. 
WHEREAS, the Principal has entered into a certain written contract with the 
Obligee, dated the 4th day of January, 1985 to construct Vitro Uranium Mill 
Tailings in the Counties of Salt Lake and Toolele, State of Dtah, Project No. 
DEHEC04-81AL16309 for the sura of Thirty Seven Million, Nine Hundred Thirty 
Three Thousand and Two Hundred Dollars ($37,933,200.00) which caitract is hereby 
referred to and made a part hereof as fully and to the same extent as if copies 
at length herein. 
NOW, THEREFORE, the condition of this obligation is such that if the said 
Principal shall faithfully perform the contract JET 
specificaticns, and conditions thereof ,T1 fci 
otherwise to remain in full force and effect. 
PROVIDED, HOWEVER, that this tend is executed pursuant to the provisions of 
Title 14, Chapter 1, Dtah Code Annotated 1953, as amended, and all liabilities 
en this bond to all such claimants shall be determined in accordance with said 
provisions to the same extent as if it were copied at length herein. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said Principal and Surety has signed and sealed this 
instrument this 4th day of January, 1985. 
WITNESS OR ATTESTATION^ 
THE ARGEE CORPORATION 
Principal 
.(Seal) 
(Seal) 
WITNESS: 
WITNESS: 
B
*j_) , (Seal) 
~77 ^ Principal 
Seaboard Surety Company 
/ *™*j ^ 
By /C^^Uvv^ XJti^UAJ ~ 
Attorney- in-Fact 
St. Paul Fire and Marine Ins. Co. 
/ Sur 
By A^^w, 
Attorney- in-Fact 
AjQ^C^f--
J. Bond No. 944226 
PAYMENT BONO 
T i t l e 63, Chapter 56, U.C.A., 1953, as Amended 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: 
Argee Corporation 
and 
That, The 
the "Principal", 
ance Co., a corporation 
, hereby referred to as 
Paul Fire and Marine Insur-
under 
TorF 
firmly 
State(s) of 
City(s) of New 
are held and" 
Department of Health, 
amount of Thirty Seven 
Hundred. 
Seaboard Surety Co. & St. 
organized and exist ing  tfie laws 57 th~e 
New York and Minnesota with i t s principal of f ice(s) in the 
and St . Paul , hereinafter referred to as the "Surety," 
tfie State of Utah by and through the Utah 
 
bound 
cipal 
_ Dollars (3 3V,933,200.00 ) 
and Surety bind themselves, 
unto 
hereinafter referred to as the "Obligee , 
Mill ion, Nine Hundred Thirty Three Thousand 
the payment whereof, for 
their heirs, 
ThT 
administrators, 
in 
and 
said 
the 
Two 
Prin-
executors, 
successors and assigns, joint ly and severally, firmly by these presents. 
certain written contract 
, 19 85 to construct 
Tool el e, 
WHEREAS, the Principle has entered into a 
with the Obligee, dated the 4th day of January _
Vitro Uranium Mill Tailings in the Counties of Salt Lake and State 
of Utah. Project No. DE-l-a)4-81AL16309 for the sum of Thirty Seven Rilllion, 
Nine Hundred Thirty Three Thousand and Two Hundred Dollars ($37,933,200.00) 
which contract is hereby referred to and made a party hereof as fully and to 
the same extent as i f copies at length herein. 
NOW, THEREFORE, the condition of this obligation is such that i f the said 
Principal shall pay a l l claimants supplying- labor or materials to him or hi? 
•nurnntrirf-irf in th° p»"«"-"»<™»- o'fjhe work provided for in said contract, 
then-,p&lS^oei*<jation snan;j?evY_Qif,.-otnerwise to remain in full force and 
effect. 
PROVIDED, HOWEVER, that this bond is executed pursuant to the provisions of 
Tit le 63, Chapter 56, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended, and all l i a b i l i -
ties on this bond to all such claimants shall be determined in accordance 
with said provisions to the same extent as i f i t were copied at length 
herein. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said Principal and Surety has signed and sealed this 
instrument this 15th day of August , 1985. 
WITNESS OR ATTESTATION: By 
THE ARGEE CORPORATION 
// Principal ^~ 
abo< 
(Seal) 
Se ard Surety Comp 
By 
Attorney-i n-Fact 
WITNESS: 
/W;/^ ____ _> / O i 
St. Paul Fire and ce Co. 
Bond No. 944226 
PERFORMANCE BOND 
(Title 14
 f Chapter 1, Sec. 4, U.C.A. 1953, as Amended) 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: 
That, The Argee Corporation, hereinafter referred to as the "Principal", and 
Seaboard Surety Co. & St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Corcpany corporations 
organized and existing under the laws of the States of New York and Minnesota 
with principal offices in the Cities of New York and St, Paul, hereinafter 
referred to as the "Surety", are held and firmly bound unto the State of Utah by 
and through the Utah Department of Health, hereinafter referred to as the 
"Obligee", in the amount of Thirty Seven Million, Nine Eundered Thirty Three 
Thousand and Two Hundred Dollars ($37,933,200.00) for the payment whereof, the 
said Principal and Surety bind themselves and their heirs, administrators, exe-
cutors, successor and assigns, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents. 
WHEREAS, the Principal has entered into a certain written contract with the 
Obligee, dated the 4th day of January, 1985 to construct Vitro Oranium Mill 
Tailings in the Counties of Salt Lake and Toolele, State of Utah, Project No. 
DE-PC04-81AL16309 for the sum of Thirty Seven Million, Nine Hundred Thirty 
Three Thousand and Two Hundred Dollars ($37,933,200.00) which contract is hereby 
referred to and made a part hereof as fully and to the same extent as if copies 
at length herein. 
NOW, THEREFORE, the condition of this obligation is such that if the said 
Principal shall faithfully perform the extract in ^accordance with the plans, 
specifications, and conditions thereof, fjSTthis <*Hgatidtgsfaall be void; 
otherwise to remain in full force and effect. 
PROVIDED, B3HEVER, that this bond is executed pursuant to the provisions of 
Title 14, Chapter 1, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended, and all liabilities 
^cn this bond shall be determined in accordance with said provisions to the same 
extent as if it were copied at length herein. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the said Principal and Surety has signed and sealed this 
instrument this 4th day of January, 1985. 
THE ARGEE CORPORATION 
WITNESS OR MTESTATIJ 
Seaboard Surety Company 
WTINESS: . Surety?; 
1
 Attorney- in-Fact 
St. Paul Fire and Marine Ins. Co. 
WITNESS: 1 Surety "7 
H. CONTRACT 
THIS AGREEMENT, made and executed 1n 
this 4th day of January 
five (5) original counterparts 
_A.O., 198i between the Utah 
Department of Health, hereinafter called 'Department", first party and 
The Aroee Corporation hereinafter called 'Contractor', second party. 
WITNESSTH, That for and 1n consideration of payments, hereinafter 
mentioned, to be made by the Department, the Contractor agrees to furnish all 
labor and equipment; to furnish and deliver all materials not specifically 
mentioned as being furnished by the Department and to do and perform all work 
1n the construction of the VUro Uranium Mill Tailings Remedial Action Project 
1n Salt Lake/Tooele Counties, State of Utah, the same being Identified as 
VUro UMTRA Project, Project No. DE-FC04-81 ALT6309, for the sum of 
Thlrtv-seven million nine-hundred & thirty-three thousand two hundred Dollars 
() 37.933.200.00 ) 
The Contractor further covenants and agrees that all of said work and 
labor shall be done and performed 1n the best and most workmanlike manner and 
in strict conformity with the plans, and specifications. The said plans and 
specifications and the notice to contractors, Instruction to bidders, the 
proposal, special provisions, contract bond , and all addenda are hereby made 
i part of this agreement as fully and to the same effect as 1f the same had 
ieen set forth at length herein. 
In consideration of the foregoing premises, the Department agrees to pay 
bo Contractor 1n the manner and 1n the amount provided In the said 
specifications and proposal. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have subscribed their names through 
their proper officers thereunto duly authorized as of the day and year first 
ibove written. 
rttest: 
* *> / <,t. / 
Secretary 
J 
witnesses 
7 
C^yr?\Sy7 />« a. 
Approved as to form: 
•y:. .^•y3 / p ; S — 
Assistant Attorney General 
UTAH DEPARTMENT Q£lHEALTH^ 
Peter C. van Dyck, M.D.; M.P.H". 
Acting Executive Director 
/ ^ / " 
Tfre Argee Corporation 
By Joseph W. Greer 
President 
Title 
/-•-* 
Iget Officer 
PROVED 
Date 
Melvin M. Owens 
01 rector of Finance^? 
Norman H Bangerter. Governor, Stale of Utah 
W ^ | | ^ | r | I % f * f * V l ( * £ G Norman G. Angus, Executive Director 
MR &/0R MRS WILLIAM D PETERSON II AUGUST 19, 1989 
1444 MURPHYS LANE T# 12 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84106 
CASE NUMBER 82163573R 
ATTENTION: WILLIAM D PETERSON II OBLIGOR SSN: 5 2 8 - 5 2 - 4 7 9 6 
Our records indicate you owe this Office, on behalf of your child or children, $2,250.00 as of 
AUGUST 19, 1989 for child support, spousal support, and/or foster care arrearages. TO OFFSET THIS DEBT, 
ALL OR PART OF YOUR FEDERAL AND STATE INCOME TAX REFUNDS FOR 1989 MAY BE INTERCEPTED AND 
APPLIED TO YOUR ACCOUNT, in addition to any other payment arrangements you have with us. 
The amount of this past due support obligation may be reported to the credit bureau. 
We have prepared a tax intercept list which includes your name and the arrearage amount. Your name can 
be removed from the list if you settle the arrearages, or the amount of the debt can be reduced if you 
provide evidence of an error in our records. The deadline for pursuing either of these options is October 
15, 1989. Please contact the team(s) indicated below. If you cannot reach an agreement with the team(s),. 
you may request an administrative review by writing to us by November 1, 1989. This review will be held 
in Utah unless you request that it be held in the state which issued the support order. In the event you 
settle or modify the account after November 1, 1989 it will be your responsibility to notify the team(s) 
below as soon as you receive the intercept notice from IRS. WE URGE YOU TO ACT NOW TO AVOID THE 
INTERCEPT. If you are presently involved in an open bankruptcy case, please contact the team(s) listed 
below. 
The following applies only if you are married and filing jointly. 
* * ATTENTION SPOUSE * * 
* Federal Tax Refund — If you are married, filing a joint income tax return, and your spouse incurred 
this debt separately from you, you have no legal responsibility for the debt and you have income and 
withholding and/or estimated tax payments, you may be entitled to receive a portion of the joint refund. 
If you meet the criteria stated above, you may receive your portion of the joint refund by filing a form 
8379, Injured Spouse Allocation, and Form 1040X, Amended Federal Income Tax Return. These forms 
should be attached to the TOP of the Form 1040 or 1040A when you file. You should write 'injured 
spouse' at the top of the Form 1040X. 
* State Tax Refund — If you file jointly and want your share of the tax refund for 1989, either mail or 
take a copy of your joint tax return and copies of all forms W - 2 to the team(s) indicated below after you 
file your 1989 return. Your refund share will be determined by the percentage of your income compared to 
the total income of you and your spouse. If you disagree with the determination of your share, you have 
the right to review the decision with the team manager. If you still disagree, you may appeal the matter to 
an agency program coordinator, or you may seek legal remedy through the courts. 
Sincerely, 
Team 12 
Phone (801) 538-4400 
Team 
Phone (801) 
P. O. BOX 45011 
SLCY UT 84145 
Norman H Bangerter 
Governor 
uzanne Dandoy. M D, M PM 
Executive Director 
Kenneth L Alkema 
Director 
State of urah 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
288 North 1460 West 
PO Box 16690 
Sail Lake City Utah 84116-0690 
(801)538-6121 
November 3,1989 
CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUIRED 
BUI Peterson 
PEMCO 
1444 Murphy's Lane 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
Dear Mr. Peterson: 
Your equipment which is located at the Wolff Excavating, Inc. yard, is being 
surplused through the State Division of Surplus Property. 
Sincerely, 
^tww 
Mark S. Day, P,E., Proje^Manager 
UMTRA Projects 
Bureau of Radiation Control 
Will i am D. Peterson 
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER 
1444 Muroh / Lane 
Salt Lake City. Ut 84106 
(801)435-9011 
September 12, 198-' 
Utmd3*9.1et 
Mark Da>' 
Bureau of Radiation Control 
State o-f Utah 
D e p a r t m e n t o-f H e a l t h 
D i v i s i o n o-f E n v i r o n m e n t a l H e a l t h 
288 N o r t h 1460 West 
S a l t Lake C i t v , U t a h 8 4 1 1 6 - 0 6 9 0 
Dear M r . D a y : 
Last week I was able to move two loads o-f my wPEMCO n 
conveyor items -from Tom Wolff's yard where you had them placed. 
In going over yesterdav to pick up more o-f my equipment there was 
a row o-f truck trailers in front o-f the equipment and I had no 
access. I inquired when the/ might be moved and they said one 
trailer might be moved today. In going over again today I still 
did not have access. The equipment is up against the -fence on 
one side and -from the other side is where they start to park 
their trailers and trucks. With anything there, it will probably 
be in the way -for moving. 
I do not want to cause any problems, but I do not know quite 
who to arrange access. I also have limited access to the truck 
and crane I am using but I will arrange -for it again and keeping 
working at it. I have no intention o-f abandoning the equipment. 
I have been working vigorously to get the equipment sold. I 
currently am negotiating with three different parties and sales 
look *jery promising. With my limited finances I am limited as to 
what I can do. 
It has been suggested that I take over your lease of the 
property which the equipment is stored on. Could you inform me 
of the conditions which your are leasing the property so that 
this possibility might be explored. 
Si ncerely, 
W i l l i am D. P e t e r s o n 
c c : F r e d N e l s o n . A t t o r n e y R p n p r A l ' c n < x i r f i 
Norman H Bangerter 
GoMprnor 
Suzanne Dandoy. MD.MPH 
Execuow Director 
Kenneth L Alkema 
Dirmor 
State of Utah 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
288 North 1460 West 
PO Box 16690 
Salt Lake Crty Utah 84116-0690 
(801)538-6121 
August 4,1989 
CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUIRED 
William D. Peterson 
PEMCO 
1440 Murphy Lane 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
Dear Mr. Peterson: 
As you are aware, the State has moved equipment which was left at the Clive 
Site and to which you claim ownership, to the Wolff Excavating Company yard 
and the State has been storing that equipment at that location, 154 Gordon Lane, 
Murrayv Utah, for some time. We have requested by certified letters to you on 
May 16,1989, and June 5,1989, that you take possession of the equipment. 
You have failed to do so. Therefore, we consider the property to be 
abandoned. This letter is to notify you that the State intends to sell the 
equipment as surplus property, to recoup the costs of moving the equipment to 
the Wolif yard and to cover the monthly storage costs incurred by the State. 
Unless you notify us and an acceptable agreement can be reached, the sale will 
proceed within the next 30 days. 
Sincerely, 
Larry F 
Bureau 
derson, Director 
Radiation Control 
/ c^rt^t *** ? 
•TH- (,73 y 
^ 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
Norman H Bangerter 
Governor 
288 North 1460 West Suzanne Dandoy. MD.MPH 
Exrcutn* Director I P O Box 16690 
Kenneth L Alkema j Salt Lake City Utan 84116-0690 
Dim-tor I (801)538-6121 
June 5,1989 
CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUIRED 
William D. Peterson 
PEMCO 
1440 Murphy Lane 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
Dear Mr. Peterson: 
We are in receipt of your letter dated May 23,1989. You are hereby notified to 
remove your equipment from the Wolff Excavating Company yard by June 23 
1989. 
^00 \A -Ov \ - (X-v^ jJvJd 
Larry F. Anderson, Director 
Bureau of Radiation Control 
cc: Fred Nelson, Attorney General's Office 
William D. Peterson 
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER 
1444 Murphy Lane 
Salt Lake Ci ty, Ut 84106 
(801)485-9011 
May 23, 1989 
UtAnd523.1et 
Larry F. Anderson, Director 
Bureau of Radiation Control 
State of Utah 
Department of Health 
Division of Environmental Health 
288 North 1460 West 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116-0690 
Dear Mr. Anderson: 
Today I received a letter from you requesting that I remove 
my equipment and Pemco's equipment from where you had it put at 
the Wolff Excavating Company yard. 
As you know I have not been paid for your usage and the 
Argee Corporation's usage of my personal equipment and Pemco's 
equipment. As a result of not being paid I lost my business, 
home, marriage, and family. 
Because of my not being paid for your usage, I do not have a 
place to put the equipment and a business to sell it from. What 
do you suggest. 
Si ncerely, 
Wi11i am D. Peterson 
NOTE FOR FUTURE CORRESPONDENCE: 
Before accepting the receipt, (return of the equipment), 
usage ca£i-_a£_U£lag-JJt must be paid for in full. 
Note that the Hewitt Robins terminal set belonged to Wm Peterson 
personal 1y. 
i DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
DIVISION OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 1 
Norman H Bangerter g 
Co*wnor . 
o rv ^
 l l h t i D U 1 288 North 1460West 
Suzanne Dandoy. MD,MPH £ 
Execute Director 3 P ° Box 16690 
Kenneih L Alkema 1 Salt Lake Oty Utah 84116-0690 
Director ' (801)538-6121 
May 16,1989 
CERTIFIED MAIL 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUIRED 
Bill Peterson 
PEMCO 
1444 Murphy's Lane 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
Dear Mr. Peterson: 
On April 20,1989, you contacted our office regarding your hopper and 
miscellaneous equipment which was left at the Clive Disposal Site. 
Mark Day of my staff located your equipment at the Wolff Excavating 
Company yard. Mr. Day instructed you to pickup the equipment there. You 
indicated to Mr. Day that you would remove the equipment from Wolffs 
property. 
As of the date of this letter, the equipment has not been removed from Wolff's 
property. The State is requesting you to remove said equipment within 15 days 
of receipt of this letter. 
Sincerely 
A 
Larry F. Atfden 5 rson, Director 
Bureau oftRadiation Control 
Wi11i am D. Peterson 
1444 Murphy Lane 
SLC, Ut 84106, 485-9011 
Paul E. Peterson 
221? Panorama Uay 
Salt Lake City, Ut 84117. 278-3435 
c/o 
•file: StateUt.DeJ 
STATE OF UTAH 
OFFICE OF RECOVERY SERVICE 
S t a t e o f Utah ) 
O f f i c e of Recovery S e r v i c e s ) 
120 N o r t h 200 West ) 
S a l t Lake C i t y , Ut 8 4 1 4 5 ) 
( 8 0 1 ) 5 3 8 - 4 5 8 8 , C a r o l y n B. L a r s e n ) 
The S t a t e 
W i 1 1 i am D 
P l a i n t i f f 
and 
of Utah 
Mark S . Da 
Kenneth L . 
P l a i n t i f f 
v s . 
. P e t e r s o n 
Defendant 
y , F r e d N e l s o n ) 
Alkema ) 
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s ) 
MOTION 
for 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
Civil Action I dent. No. 
82163573R1 
& 
82163573R2 
Judge Valerie A. Macris 
and 
Judge Stephanie A. Mai lory 
Defendant William D. Peterson (hereinafter referred to as 
defendant) in the above captioned cause, moves the court, 
pursuant to Rule 12, for an order directing entry of default 
judgment in favor of William D. Peterson defendant and against 
The State of Utah plaintiff, on the cause of action alleged in 
defendant's counter-claim complaint. 
Defendant's complaint was served upon State of Utah Office 
of Recovery Service on January 3, 1989 and served upon the State 
of Utah Attorney General on January 6, 1989. 
The Plaintiff has failed provide an answer to the 
defendant"* complaint. No plaintiff answer has been delivered to 
the defendant. The defendant belives no plaintiff answer has 
been filed in this court. Plaintiff has had a month and one half 
to answer, which time is far in excess of the 20 days required by 
statute. 
Thus this motion is made on the ground that no genuine 
triable issue of material fact now exists, and that defendant is 
entitled to judgment as a matter of law. 
DATED this 21st day of February, 1989. 
William D. Peterson 
£E£I1£1££I£_DE_S££LU££ 
I hereby certify that a copy of the -foregoing 
MOTION for DEFAULT JUDGMENT 
was served this day o-f February, 1989 by delivery 
to: 
and: 
State o-f Utah J^fir^^J Kcrtr^C> . 
Office of Recovery Services ,/'*rA c.S L+*c^ iJ^A 
120 North 200 West . 'l-ou r \ 
Salt Lake City, Ut 84145 ^ ^ "^ • / 
(801)538-4588, Carolyn B. Larsfefo ^V-^c_^ {j7&~Ct2^ 
Office of the Attorney General 
State of Utah Capital Building 
ft. A**j «;*,.«€ cJiUm^r-
Ui11 i am D. Peterson 
o 
Ulm D. Peterson v State of Utah etal 
November 9, 1989 
REFERENCE LAW 
1. The following particular references are made by the 
plaintiff to other particular law not otherwise referenced. Page 
references are made to Argee's contractual commitments as learned 
in discovery. These conditions are learned and thus presented by 
necessity due to Argee's failure in advising directing or giving 
input to plaintiff as a condition of the plaintiff - Argee 
contrac t. 
jJilnD-JJuADlijm M i 11 Tfl i JLJuojos-Rprnprl i a 1 - A r t i on EZLOI&JLI 
DE-FC04-81AL16309 
2. Original Plan of Operation Dated Dec. 18, 1984 
...Dump and stockpile tailings at Clive with 
hopper/conveyor system... 
3. Revised Plan of Operation Dated Nov. 19, 1985 
...Dump tailings directly on the ground and load, 
haul land place with scrapers... pg 1 
4. Substantial additional cost savings will be realized by the State 
and Federal agencies in having this Contract completed more than one 
year earlier than anticipated. pg 2 
5. ...the bid package specified that the tailings were to be 
dewatered... pg 7 
6. ...Owner representatives never suggested Argee /s planned 
methods of operation were not feasible, which it clearly would not be 
in wet material... pg 12 
?. ...Owner should have provided insitu moisture data which had 
been accumulated during the soils investigation... pg 13 
SUMMARY OF. . .CONTENTIONS 
8. ...DIFFERING SITE CONDITIONS...(subcontractor)...is entitled 
to equitable adjustment of the contract price because... 1 atent physical 
conditions that were encountered differed materially, from those 
indicated...(subcontractor) is entitled to recover because the contract 
documents misrepresented conditions that would be encountered 
... pg 14 
CONTRACTUAL BASIS FOR ENTITLEMENT 
?. ...Materially different...conditions found during 
construction which affect and require design changes shall be 
considered as a change in the scope of work... pg 16 
REFERENCED LAW 1 
D-05-1QQ0J 
Wm D. Peterson v State of Utah etal 
November 9, 1989 
ENTITLEMENT THEORIES 
PNTTTI FMPNT RASFD nN_DlFFFRING mNinTTIQNS 
10. ...the contractor has been damaged as a result of the 
material variation between the expected and encountered conditions. 
j0hn-££>±±±ns, 26 CF 83110, 88,775 (Ct.Cl. 1979) pg 20 
11. ...a list of equipment that (subcontractor) intended to use 
for a project and the Owner did not reject the list, the 
(subcontractor) could infer an "indication." Bn 1 anriP£-j^-Upil£ii-SlaJLfes, 
13 CCF 82410, 87,864, 186 Ct.C. 398 (1968) pg 24 
12. ...showing that a "planned method of construction Chad] to be 
altered to accommodate the changed condition - a fact that can be 
demonstrated by showing that it was necessary to use different 
equ i pmen t," (citing S±a±fiL_Boad-Dap.l—JJL~—UQudalllfi.-ladus±c:ias^ 237 So. 
2d 270 (Fla. 1970)" pg 26 
13. ...The (subcontractor) is not required to do any of the 
following: hire a...expert,...conduct his own...soils analysis. l^ais^n 
ladustdias-Cacp^—u^JJaiiad—£±a±£.s^_340 F.2d 322, 330 (Ct.Cl. 1965) y 
Eacific_Wfi.sle.QGL, 116045, McClure, suptca, at 151; Siouk. and_GcGue., 493 
F.2d at 631 . 
14. ...The changed conditions clause makes it clear that bidders 
are to compute their bids...upon the basis of what is indicated and 
shown in the specifications and on the drawings. £__-!__, 435 F.2d at 
887. pg 27 
15. ...The bidder need not "look beyond the contract drawings and 
specifications." to£L_icaa_£±nuc±u_££, ENG BCA No, 3410, 76-1, 11,683 at 
55,743. pg 28 
16. ...1) the contractor's "reliance must have been reasonable," 
Sklute, sup.na at 55 citing six cases in which reliance was held to be 
either reasonable or unreasonable; and 2 ) , "it must have been the cause 
of his damages," S1 ku te , supua at 55 citing UBB-Xocji-. u^_LL.£-., 183 
Ct.Cl. 409 (1968) 
17. ARGEE,s ££iiispri pJLajp, which was submitted in April, 1985, 
provided for rehandling and reworking the tailings at the Vitro site to 
compensate for lack of drainage. pg 30 
18. ...the courts had used a two-part standard for determining 
contractor knowledge: 1) whether or not the contractor possessed 
information that would have alerted him to erroneous representation; 
and 2) whether or not such knowledge can be imputed to the contractor. 
Sklute, supna at 56 pg 31 
REFERENCED LAW 2 
D-05-1000J 
Wm D. Peterson v State of Utah etal 
November 9, 1989 
EyilILEMEyi«B6SED«QfcJ-±lISREESESEfcJI6I10fcl 
19. ..."misrepresentation involves situation in which the Owner 
erroneously represents the existence or nonexistence of a fact material 
to contract performance, upon which a (subcontractor) reasonably relies 
to his detriment." See Sklute, su££«a at 39...Sklute added that most 
cases that have claimed misrepresentation have involved implied 
representations, those that arise from the nm i ^ sioa of data or the 
failure to provide comp.le±e data. Supma at 43. pg 33 
20. In RaQ.QQafi.sa, the court found misrepresentation because the 
owner not only withheld information that would have warned the 
contractor of a certain...condition, but also had represented in 
the...documents that...information presented was the best available. 
BaaQaa£LSfL_u^_Ual±Ed_£l^±a£, 120 f . Su p p . 768, 770 < 1954) 
21. A similar situation exists in (plaintiff) fact pattern. 
(Argee) withheld (Bartkus and Associates) reports and documents that 
contained information bearing upon the...vital matter... 
pg 34 
22. "An inadvertent misrepresentation stemming from negligence is 
fully as damaging as a deliberate one to the party who relies on it to 
his detriment." klom* rk . v .. I )aljt.exLSl a t ,es, 182 Ct.Cl. 399, 389 F.2d 793 
(1968). 
23. In calculating and designing (the material handling system, 
plaintiff) relied to its detriment on Argee's misrepresentation (that 
the material being shipped would be dry, net oversized, in train loads 
not exceeding 100 tons, that the material handling system would 
finished before expected to operate, and the system was to be operated 
per instructions of the engineer). pg 35 
FNTTTl PMFNT BASED_rMSI_BRFAnR_riF_DiJTY_TD_m^i:i_QSR_^lJPFPTQR KKirHJI PftfiF 
24. As the test has developed through the years, the courts have 
focused on the concept of the (owner's) "superior knowledge" and the 
degree of difficulty the contractor faces in trying to obtain the 
(nowledge from some other source. Sklute, supjia, at 86. The two 
:oncepts are proportional - the greater the difficulty of obtaining the 
<nowledge form other sources, the greater the owners duty to disclose 
the information. 
25. There are indications that the trend is toward a more 
expansive concept of duty to disclose than that originally expressed in 
iel£ja£-£iir±-Ls. I n Bowsr—£ ± ± x—E l & c l z l c ^— I n s i ^ , IBCA No. 950 -1 -72, 
10,376, at 49,005 (1973), the Board held: 
REFERENCED LAW 
D-05-1Q00J 
3 
Urn I1, r^lr-rcr , State of Utah etal 
November 9. 198? 
26 . Wh e n f h e ( own e r ,"' e n t e r s into * contract, as 
pa-t ot its implied du t »• to help rather 
than hinder performance, it is obligated to 
provide the (subcontractor) with special 
knowledge in its possession which might aid 
the (subcontr a c t o r ) i n p e r f o r rn i n g . 
2?, The courts and the B o a r d s have taken an 
increasingly stringent attitude toward the 
withholding of information the disclosure 
of which would be likely to have a material 
effect on a c on t r ac t or. , . 
28. in U'i v *;-*iTii- edit, tl" ie Board also held that "any possible 
du t > Mif r he appellant to make inquiry has been nullified by [the 
owner « ] fail u re to disclose [superior k n ow 1 e dge ] ,"" 1 d . , a t 49,005, 
29. A no t he r i nd i c a t ion o f 11 »e tre nd is fou i i d in the 6me.cic.aa 
siciuciuDES de c i s i on , in which 11 i e Board h e 1 d t hat a < su be on t r ac t or) is 
under no obligation to consult reports that are not reasonably intended 
to be part of the contract documents. 76-1 BCA 11,683, at 55,743, 
pQ 38 
EMI I ILBdEtJI,B6SED,UtJ,QUNERlS^BBE6CU,QE,lMEU.EILJJ6gB6b^ 
30. When the (owner) fui nishes design specifications for 
a...project, it is "deemed by law to impliedly warrant that those plans 
and specifications are accurate and suitable for their intended use." 
Harrington, J - , Thum and Clark, "The Owner's Warranty of the Plans and 
Specifications for a Cons* ^-"i Pr e j e c t / 14 Pub. Cont. L.J. 240, 241 
(Feb. 1984). 
31. * * K * r 1 " " " * ' be u fi su i tab1e , 11 i e c on 11 ac t or I s 
e n t i t l e d tw r - * -. the extra c o s t s incurred. The reasoning that 
u n d e r l i e s tne p u u c / is sound: the Owner should bear the cost when the 
O w n e r N s design requirement has m i s l e d a c o n t r a c t o r . State c o u r t s 
u n i f o r m l y have e n dor sed this policy, w h i c h w a s original! y a i i i c u 1 a t e d 
at the f e d e r a l l e v e l . In a d e c i s i o n i l l u s t r a t i v e of the p o i n r , t he 
C a l i f o r n i a S up r e m e C o urt st at e d: 
3 2 . A con tr ac t or ,i « & c • ac t i i >g i easonabl y, is 
misled b> i ncorrect plans and 
specifications issued by the [owner] ^ i the 
basis for b i d s and w h o , as a result, 
submits a bid which is lower than he would 
have otherwise made ma> i ecover i n a 
contract action for extra work or expenses 
necessitated by the c o n d i t i o n s being other 
than as represen ted. 
REFERENCED LAW 
D-05-100QJ 
y m Q , P e t e r s o n v S t a t e ot • <• - \ a l 
Novembe ^ ; 9 8 9 
3 3 , n<*r r . r . v i i o . - . sup .ca . , ^ • •
 r ::OL;2La_&;JfclcCu e COD s I: i: i j c :!:: I HID, 
Co—UL—SuAan iQC«CQUDi , ?~ : r - 1- r Y ^ - -2C • Cal . 1962 ) . 
3 4 , nas u s u a , < . a p p l i e d e i t h e r when the 
c o m p l e t e d n s u f f i c i en t :.. : M t * . t h e a c t u a l r e q u i r e m e n t s , as 
i n K i t r M ^ H u^ Un±±i>rl E a r i i i r - l i i s ^ — £ D - > , 59 Ca 1 . Rp t r . 258 < Ca 1 1 " o 7 
( w h e r e t h e a i r - c o n d i t i o n i n g s y s t e m c o u l d n o t h a n d l e t he d e m a n d ) ; 
3 5 . o r whe i \ t h e p r e s c r i b e d d e s i g n o r me t h ods m u s t be c h a n g e d i n 
o r d e r t o s \ i cce « s f u 1 1 x c omp1e t e t h e s t r u c t u r • e . Har r i n g t o n , s u p r a , a t 
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3 6 . I n a B o a r d o f C o n t r a c t A p p e a l s c a s e i n v o l v i n g a U t a h 
c o n t r a c t , t h e c o n t r a c t o r e n c o u n t e r e d u n a n t i c i p a t e d e x c e s s i v e m o i s t u r e 
w h i l e r e c o n s t r u c t i n g a r o a d in t he W a s a t c h N a t i o n a l F o r e s t . The owner 
h a d f a i l e d t o d i s c l o s e a . . . r e p o r t , b u t c l a i m e d t h a t t h e r e p o r t 
c o n t a i n e d no f o r m a t i o n t h a t w o u l d n o t be r e v e a l e d b y . . . i n s p e c t i o n . 
The B o a r d h e . - -he owner " l i a b l e , s t a t i n g t h a t t h e s c o p e o f a 
r e q u i r e d . . . i n s p e c t i o n i s v e r y "I i m i t e d ; " a b i dde r • i s i i o t u n de rv 
O b l i g a t i o n t o make a s c i e n t i f i c a l l y e d u c a t e d a n d s k e p t i c a l a n a l y s i s o f 
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3 7 . . . . w h e n t h e owner p o s s e s s e s " k n o w l e d g e , n o t s h a r e d by t h e 
( s u b c o n t r a c t o r ) w h i c h i s v i t a l t o t h e p e r f o r m a n c e o f t h e c o n t r a c t , t h e 
own e r h a s a r• a f f i rma t i v e du t y t o d i s c i o s e s u c h k n o w l e d g e . " H a r H o m a n -
t lQa ian=Hu±c tL f i . c : soa«u^Ua i±ad -S la l f i LS , 458 F . 2 d a t 1 3 7 1 - 2 . 
3 8 . - - - i» '-~ - - -J the B o a r d s have t a il» en dh i n c r e a s i n g l y 
s t r i n g e n t
 3 t t u d e t o w a r d t h e w i t h h o l d i n g o-f i n f o r m a t i o n t h f d i s c l o s u r e 
o f w h i c h w o u l d be l i k e l y t o have r. mat P. i a l «r- f I ec t on a 
( s u be on t r ac t o r ) . . .£o4££_£JJbf a t 49 „ 0 0 5 . 
3 9 . I n P l a i n t i f f s c a s e , A r g e e c l e a r l y p o s s e s s e d k n o w l e d g e t h a t 
w o u l d have s i g n i f i c a n t 1 > a f f e c t e d p l a i n t i f f N s d e c i s i o n s , 
4 0 . i i t h e Owner had r e v e a l e d t h e i n f o r m a t i o n , p l a i n t i f f w o u l d 
h a v e p | a f i n e c j j t s W o r k b a s e d on a d i f f e r e n t m e t h o d . 
4 1 . S i n c e t h e Owner r e q u i r e d a d e s i g n m e t h o d , i t can be i n f e r r e d 
t h a t t he Owner knew o r s h o u l d have known t h a t p l a i n t i f f was u n a w a r e 
t h a t he w o u l d no t cir * t a i l i n g s , r e m o v e d o v e r s i z e d , s h i p l e g a l l o a d s . 
f i n i s h t h e fit a t e r i a, 1 h a n d l i n o s y s t e m , a n d o p e r a t e i t a s s p e c i f i e d , 
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4 2 o H I S O that A r Q e t h * d ti c r i s u 1 t e d and purchased v a s f a mounts c t 
material handl IOG i n f or ma t i on *rom expert sources. 
4 }i, F' 1 a i r. tiM' % «: I a im clearly meets a 1 of the c r i t e r i a f or 
ent i t1 emer t bas*d or. the Owner Ns breach of du+ * to d< sc 1 ose super i or 
knowledge: 
4 4, * Owner :^<.c Swperi or kn •- - • H ~~i 
45, format i wri was •» *rf n*~f ormance j 
44. * the Owner knew th* 'formation would affect cor»ti act 
performance; and 
47, * the Owner knew or should have known '...AI pi&intiff was 
unaware of the information, pg 55 
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